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DI3SE?~lI~~P. ... TSD SCLEIlOSIS 
Introduction 
It lS ne}crly Ol1.e hUj1.dred years since disseminated sclerosis 
vvas first recognized as a pa·bhological entity. In 1835 Cruveilher, 
at the Salp~triere, and Carswell, s. Lo:ndon medical student, described 
t:he characteristic sclerotic patches of this disease in the spinal 
cord (5). The pathology of the disease we.s further studied by 
Roki tansky al1d Rindfleisch in 1863, Leyden emphasized the causal 
importance of exposure to daxr:.p fu'1.d cold, traum.a, mental stress, 
and &~tecedent infections. ~'11 . J.... r" t (1'"'" d J:l"O ovnrJ.g Gl-::.:LS, l.-narco I j lna e t~Cle 
great contribution to the symptomatology and patholOGY of the dis-
ease. Uthoff analyzed the ocular DanifestatiollS ar,d ~iarie (40) 
stressed the role of the acute infectious diseases in the etiology 
of disseminated pclerosis. 
The end of the nineteenth century saw the eI:'.ergence 0-:" the 
Vlew that the underlying disturbance was a neuroglial hyperplasia 
due to 8n inborn abnoF2alit;y 0.2 the central nervous systerr:.. The 
new facts brought to lig;:;t by newer staining :m.ethods fu'1G. new knovi-
ledge of neuroglial reactions have relegated the striking neuro-
glial changes to a secondary place as the reactio:n to a pathogenic 
agent, and reestablished disseminated sclerosis as all infective 
disease. 
'The purpose 0::' this paper is to give a cor:lprehensive but 
concise review oi' the sl:bject as a whole, althoug;h it is by no 
meaDS a complete review· of all the I;,;ateris.l obtainable by the 
numerou.s investigators. writers on the subject. 
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Etiology 
Disserrdnated sclerosis is most cOIrrclonly found in young 
persons and is m.ore pre-valen-c in },-,ales than in females by a ratio 
of 3 to 2. The onset of the disease is usually bet,feen the ages 
of 15 Bl1.d 30 years , although tf:lere have been some cS.ses reported 
in much younger and :much older individuals. The distribution and 
incidence s.hows that Switzerle,nd reports the greatest number with 
360 cases per million popula.tion. while Englt?<-'1d and Wales report 
160 cases per million popuL.tion. The incidence in the United 
States is 11lucl'l less, bei:ng o]:;..ly ab{Jut Olie-th.ird th.-at of England 
and Wales. The disease is quite rare in countries outside of 
Europe and the United States. In this courrtr;y statistics show 
that the disease is far JT'Ore prevalent in the urban districts 
tlS compe,red to the rural districts, and the regions of the cni ted 
States in which a large fraction of the Sca.:ldinavian peo}Jles are 
found report the majority of' cases, i.e. around the Great Lakes 
regio11 (5). 
Precipitating factors. In the earlier literature of 
disse"cinated sclerosis considerable irnportance was attached to 
factors which were believed to precipitate the onset of the 
disease, especially trauma, , 1 ' -co CO..c..Q, and al-ctecedent in-
fections. It is perhaps s ignific€1.:nt the:t now days these predis-
pos~:ng causes receive little attention. 
L::arie (40) no'!; only,t aJc; an early d:sd:;e, proclaiTIled the 
infective character of disseminated sclerosis, but regarded it 
as a cOlnplication of a lar-ge nLlro.ber of i~nfecti ve diseases. ,Today 
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the general recognition of the specific character of the disease 
has reduced such precedent illnesses to precipitating factors only, 
and even as such their inrportance is :much disputed. T~le strongest 
advocates of a cau.sal relationship between SUefl diseases as the 
exa:nthernata, acute rheUYIatism. influenza, enteric fe-v-er I alld dis-
sem.inaJeed sclerosis CllYl only claim t]w:t such e .. n associ,;.tion occurs 
in about 25 per cen-I:; of cases a(ld if only those cases are included 
i:::1 'Nhich an acute infection preceded the onset of the disease by 
tyro or three rnon~hs the statistics of the Ii tera.ture show such a 
relationship in only 3 to 5 per cent of cases. SOTne authors con-
tradict tonsillar and dental sepsis, infections so commonplace 
that they-might be regarded. as the cause of :most diseases. 
It is not necessary now to add that syphilis plays 1JO 
part ir" the etiology of disseminated sclerosis. The WasserIf:e.:nn 
reaction and increasing clinical knowledge have perr0.itted the 
differentia-;;ion fron the latter of these :Contis of neurosyphil is 
which were fonnerly confused with it. 
The etiological role of intoxications, especi0.1ly :metallic 
poisoning ha-v-e been stressed son,e a.uthors. Brain (5), in his 
review of the literature of ll:'.ul tiple sclerosis states, "However, 
ina study of occupational il:.cidence it is readily seen that there 
are :no grounds for supposing that the occupB.tional handling of 
metals is a causative factor, aJ:1.d it has been pointed out that 
the disease is com::J.OIl i·' wonen who are not exposed to n:etallic 
intoxicat;iol'J.S. U 
Lead as a causative factor has receiyed more attention 
probably than the other :i1:etallic substances. Three rnor}"l:;h.s ago, 
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Boshes (4) in studying the possible rela.tion of lead il'ltoxice,tion 
to tb.is disease, an.a.1s zed specirEerls of cerel)rospirH3..1 fluid from 
twenty-eight pa:l;ients for lead the Fairhall hexa-nitrite method. 
In only one of si:x:t;een cases of multiple sclerosis the fluid sh.owed 
a positive result, and this one patient had been given sodium iodide 
which liberates bound-up lead in the body_ Lead was also found in 
the urine of this patient. lie concludes, It ••• there is no adequate 
proof for, 8.nd 8.l'lple evidence against, tj-le theory that lead is a.."l 
etiologic agent in cases of multiple sclerosis. 1f 
The etiological significance of trauma vrhen it precedes the 
apparent onset of disserdnated sclerosis is a difficult question 
of some medico-lege.l importance. According to Brain (5) the follow-
.. ·"·l·:;~ ..1-""1 ~"! d U/l1.1-'t.1-' -t·. lng pOSS1.Ol :Ll::aes mus i., De COnSlGere: \ J vne,!. t,.,l1e aSSOCl2:Clon 1.a 
be mista.1cen for dis semiu8.ted scI eros is; (3) that tratuna may induce 
changes in the neighborhood of pre-existing but hitherto latent 
plaques of disseminated sclerosis and so lead to the appearance of 
symptoms; (4) that a patient after spending SOTile time in bed as a 
resul t or the traum.a may ma,nifest S;)l111ptm:lS because he has lost the 
pOle/er to co:mpe!lsate for a defect, such as inco-ordirmtion of the 
lower limbs, dlH3 to previously-acquired disse:n1inated sclerosis; 
( 5) that the traurna (e. g • the result of pre-existing 
symptoms of disseminu.ted sclerosis (e.,;. inco-ordiuation); (6) that 
tlia trauJn.a :m.o .. ;;' produce a lesiol1 0:: the !lerVOUS S:ls''l;e:nl (e.g.- co:-ntusion) 
which may afford a locus minoris resistentiae for the developJ;lent of 
the virus o i.' the disease, hitherto la.tent. It would be rash to deny 
the possibility of' a causal relationshtp betilmen ·crauma arId dissem-
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inated sclerosis, all.d perhaps equally rash to assert it. II 
Exposu.re to cold ,heat. and electric srwck have also 
been invoked as precipitating factors. These .. , lueas t:L,''ltedate the 
recognition of disserdn",-ted sclerosis as a specific disease. l\~uch 
that has been said concerning trauma applies to these hypothetical 
factors a1 so, additioTJ the evidence in favor of their 
. t . lmpor a:nce 1.S eveIl .t-. scan",ler. 
Direct cause. It vast 81nOu11t of irll.restigutiol1. h.as beeTl 
carried on in recel1t :lears in order to esta1Jlish t11e nature of 
the etiological agent in disseminated sclerosis. Ji good n1L."'11ber 
of theories haye gro,'J'll 01).t of this ,'rork soy'e of which are deserv-
ing of di.scussion. 
In 1913 Bullock (nov; Dye) (14) in atterpting to prove the 
di tions from a case of disser:.inated scleros :1-15. tie clai:r1s to have 
produced paralysis -'-' v_n.S lin:bs in four out of five ra~bbi ts. The 
flu.id was found to be potent after exposure to a Jeemperature of 
0° C. for fourteen days, and after being filtered through unglazed 
porcelain. He states th,-,.t ltEistological exar:lin-lt i 0::
' 
of the spinal 
cord reyeal S a cOTf'Plete reproduction of ~tppeare .. nces r01;.nd in 
the humar subject--viz.: (1) vascular engorgement a.no fraE]'ontation 
( , 
\2) aree.s of degeneration 
t;hroughout the cord, demonstrable by the jl;,archi 8.nd Weigert-Fal 
methods, in the later st8.ges of the disease. 11 11 cat which was in-
oculated with fluid froyr', this case rem9.ined active and heal thy for 
nine weeks. Cerebrospinal fluid fron; a second case of disseminated 
r> 
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sclerosis failed to produce paralysis wnen injected into tvfO 
v!ild rabbits. lie cOrJ.cludes froTI\ l1is y{or},c, Blr OlJ.e aSS1)lneS i:h~3~t 
disseminated sclerosis is a definite entj_ cUlct t11::1t the first 
patient frmL -Hhom cerebrospinal fluid was '1- ,. .... oot;aJ.J16ct Vias an instance 
of the disease one is bound to conch'_de that the caFse 0::" the disease 
( . \ l ' is either a filterable v-irus ,organlSm) or a water-so 'Gble pOlson 
found Ul the cerebrospinal fluid. •.• t1:e fe .. ct trlat pEt..ral~rsis occurs 
from 14 to 22 days after the inoculc,tion 1S fairly strong evide:rcce 
agai11st Et nori-liv-irlg poison .• n BU.llock's expla.:c£tt:.on of fail"L~re in 
the rabbits injected fran, the second case 1'ms the fact that 1'iild 
rabbits were t:.sed in these experin'ents. whereas taL'',!'> ones vmre err".. 
ploy~d in the first. 
the folIO-lYing year Steiner repeated Bullock's experi:ments 
and in 1917 Kuhn and. Steiner (37) oaTried out further experiments. 
Tl1.e:l injected by "'.rarious routes a series of rablJi ts arLd guinea-l')igs 
with blood, cerebrospinal fluid or a mixture of both, obtained " I rOTn 
13 patien-l:;s suffering wi tn disserdr,e.ted sclerosis. .1''0_ large propor-
tion of animals developed paralytie S;''1T:.ptOFS following these injec-
tions, guinea-pigs proving"ore susceptible than rabbits, and blood 
more effective than cerebrospinal fluid. TIley clai!::ed to ha,re trans-
r;;i tted -cl,ts disease frOJE o:o.e 8,.:nilllttl to anoth.er ir, a series of four 
gui:nea-pigs and Control 
inoculccted a 1l1Onkey, 12'acacus rhesus, intra-
cerebrally Yfith cerebrospinal fluid fran: i?, case of dissemi:nx:l.ted 
sclerosis. The allll'ral showed DC syTnptmcs for 11 mOl':rths. when 
developed a trf'."nsitory paresis or the lower limbs. 
later it was killed and he __ found h: the cerebral hemisprteres 
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plaques visible to the :nel~ed eye 'uhich histologically exhibited 
demyelini za;'c ion , infil tra:t;ion with compound granular cells, glial 
overgrovd:;h, end 1'elB.tive survival of the axis cylinder--appeara:.cces 
which he considered indistinguishable fron: those of multiple sole1'-
osis. The most important result of this investigation was the 
authors 1 observ;?tion of spirochetes in the heart! s blood and the 
vessels of the liver of affected aramals. Thev na''11ed ·t~:is snirochete 
~ ~ 
! Spirochaeta 8,rgentinesis t • 
In 1933 hudson (34) attempted to confirn~ the findings of 
Steiner by injecting fresh rr~.terial aseptically into three T2on};:eys. 
Then these animals were observed for 10 months, and it was found 
that the temperature renained nonnal for over one month. 
:r:1als were killed after 10 monc;ns by in .. '1.alation of ether a.:nd grossly 
end histologically there was not the slightest deviation from normal. 
Gye (formerly Bullock) (30), in 1921, repeated his i:!:lvestiga-
tion of 1913 on a. larger scale. He obtained cerebrospinal fluid 
froy;-, 21 patients -vdth disseminated sclerosis and inoculated by 
various routes 129 rabbits and 15 guinea-pigs. 
T1Iisseminated sclerosis is probably eJJ irfectious disease !'.:'.Yld that 
the virus may sometirl'es be found in the cerebrospine.l fluid. tl 
In 1924 l~dams, Blacklock. Dunlop and Scott (1) carriod on 
a similar line of work. They vT£'ite, !tin coy,firmation end ex-t;ension 
of experimental work of others J it has been shovm tb;1t nervous phenom-
and cerebellar SJTI1')tOTIls) develop in anilnals 
which haye received injections of blood or cerelJrospinal fTuid from 
cases of dissercinated sclerosis. Passage of the condition to a 
second allimal has been s'tlccessful in several instrulCes. L'ositive 
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inoculation res1)lts ha.ve been obtained with material both from 
cases aTLd fron~ e:K:perinle:ntal anirilitls after tra.r.Lsrnission t:hrough 
culture. The s;,TmptoL1S in e.:nimals have developed in about 30 per 
cent; of those inocuJ.€Lted, after very <rvariable laten.t periods. 
These authors vrrite ~ llSpirochete-like organisms have been fOLmd 
in a proportion of inoculated ex.imals i:':l various internal orgs.!"'s. 
These spirochetes have been seen bot;"l in fulimals affected with, a.s 
w'ell as in sorne free from, ner"Vous symptoms. 
spirochetes has not succeeded, and at present their ca.llsal re1a-
tionship to the disease is Lmdecided. II 
1'Jumerous observers have described negative results experi-
mentally in attempts to confirm the work of those above. Space 
does not permit e.n accotm.t of all these negative experiments, but 
mention should be made of the worle of Birley and Dudgeon in 1921 
and Noguchi In 1923. 
Birley a!1d D~ldgeon , \ (3) carried on a large series of well-
controlled experim.ents s.:c.d Det with nothing but negative rasul ts 
thrOl).gho1).t. In their conclFsion they ma1ce the f'ollOi'i"ing statements: 
1l(6) Cultural and microscopic exardnation of the cerebrospi:r::al fluid 
has in our hands thro1!ffi no light on the pB.thogenes is of the disease, 
8JJd no specific orgaJ:lisrn has beer isolated. ('7) Our atter::pts to 
transmit disseminated sclerosis fran:. man to a:nimals (rabbits) have 
been U11successful. (8) iYe regard the transmissibility of the dis-
ease fron, lJlfu"':1 to s.nimals to be unproved. r 9 \ ~'" £> t .. \ } ~'ie are 01. -he, op:ulJ .. on 
that the eyidel1ce in fayor of the assl).mption that the pe:'chogenic 
agent is a spirochete is incorr:plete a:o.d in many respects unsatis-
factory, and we consi£.-er tbat the origin a.:no. nature of the morbid 
agent must for the present remain sub judice. (10) VVe con.sider 
the clinical 0...YJ.o. histological evidence is oveM{helmingly in favor of 
the yiew that the morbid process unc~erlyin6 the disease is infla:rnma-
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tor.:! in character. It 
Two years folloYring the report of Birley ta..YJ.Q Dudgeon, 
J:Joguchi (45) took up the question of the etiology of multiple 
sclerosis in oreler to oonfirn, if possible, the observations of 
Kuhn and Steiner, a:n.d to study the spirochete by TIleans of cult i-
vation. The blood e.:nd cerebrospinal fluid in every instance were 
utilized vdthin a few hours from the time of withdraT1ral. The blood 
was citrated, oxalated, defibrinated, or used in the for.m of clear 
seru.t''Tl from the clot. The lLaterials "mre sOl'i.etimes inoculated sep-
arately into ~ ""L • J-raDul. liS and guinea-pigs, but more frequently a mixture 
of blood and spinal fluid was employed. In most cases a combination 
of tYJO or n:ore modes of inocuJ.;,,"tion was used. CuI tures were set up 
wi th asci tic fll:;.id tissue mediurn, suc:c as that employed for the cul-
tivation of the Treponema p,9.llid'l:111l and other anaerobic treponemes; 
also in the medium used for groTdng relapsing fever spirochetes and 
in leptospira I:!.editun. 
Materia.l froL Case I was inoculated on two occasions, s~x 
guinea-pigs and three rabbits being used in the first instance, 
and four guinea-pigs a.'1.d four rabbits in the second. iJothiEg of 
note developed. In Cases 2 .. 3, 4 .. 5 .. &lid 6 .. ir.oculations were 
me,de in each inste.Jwe iEto four guinea-pigs and four rabbits.. and 
in Ca.se 8, three rabbits '11Jere inocuL"ted, also without any resl1lt 
that could be illterpreted as experimental reproduction of multiple 
sclerosis. Repeated dark-field 6xtJJninLctions of the blood and cerebro-
spinal fluid w-hile perfectly fresh failed to reveal &"ly spirochetes. 
1:ost of the culture tubes renained free frorr~ ordinary contaminations, 
but no spirochetes v.rere- found in any of therE. Injections of the 
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contents of the culture tubes into guinea-pigs and rabbits pro-
duced no symptoms of significa ..nce. Dark-field exar,linatioll of 
peripheral or heart blood of the inoculated guinea-pigs and rab-
bits shO"lived no spirochetes. In addition to blood, el'lulsions of 
liver, spleen, kidney, supraren.al glands, lymph nodes, alld the 
brain from guinea-pigs or rabbits kil1ed at the height of fever 
were carefully examined under the dark-field microscope without 
a single positbre finding. lIe states, "lis indic(?,t;ed in the ex-
:perimental protocols presented, the resul'cs were disappointing, 
being chiefly negative.!! In addition to this Nozuchi draws atten-
~, 
tion to the ease vii tll which morphological elements in blood and 
emulsions of orga:cs may be ::;·,ista.ken for spirochetes 9JJd infers 
that some of the observers chdming the presence of spirochetes 
in the cerebrospinal fluid Ela;l have rnistelcen these elements for 
them. 
In Brain's (5) discussion of experirhental a:t1d bacteriolog-
ical results of the foregoing investi.gators he first discusses the 
spontaneo·us infections ()f experimental animals. -tie states, fl i'm;l 
claim to haV"e tral1smi t-i.:;ed a neurotropic infection to anin'.als, 
especially to rabbits, requires to be criticized in the light of 
modern, knowledge of the spontruieous diseases involving the nenTons 
systen-: to which these animals are liable. There are three such 
infections which have been recognized 8J:lG studied ol1.ly in recent 
years: (1) Encephalitozoo::1 cuniculi, (2) Toxoplasma cuniculi, 
8..'"ld (3) Spirochaeta cuniC1.l1i. All of these are great sources of 
error in experimental work ail-we, as in the case of the former, 
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of a stock of rab~ji ts, wh:1.ch produces inflrumnatory changes in 
the brain, and may be roused into a.ctivity by intracerebral in-
oculations. II He also mru{6s note of the fact that the sym.ptoL'1S 
in a..."'limals following inoculation of material from cases of dis-
seminated sclerosis, although they have borne some resemblance 
of the sy:mptoms of the disease in :man, have been much more acute, 
and often rapidly fatal. It is possible that animals should be 
much TWY'e SUSCeI)tible than ma'1. to the infective agent of dissem-
inated sclerosis, but he feels that it is li.."'11ikely that a disease 
1'lOuld run a markedly different course in man aJJ.d 8 .. ni:r:lals. "Too, 
if a..."'1irnals are so susceptible to disseninated sclerosis that it 
may prove fatal in a fe'll days, it is difficult to understand why 
so many investigators should have failed altogether to transmit 
it ex-r::erimentally. II 
The majorH;y of alleged successful ~Gransmissions of dis-
seminated sclerosis to animals are unsupported by histological 
examination of the nervous system of the inoculated alJimals. 
Such histological exa.:m.inations as have been made have not ,vd th 
the exception of St;einer I S monkey. revealed the pathological 
features of disseminated sclerosis. In addition control exper-
iments are al1,;ost entirely lackil-1g in the reported experiJf:ental 
work .. and in instances y,;:here controls have been used they have 
been insufficient to be or any practicable value. 
The spirochetal theory of infections is also supported 
by evidence that is quite inconclusive according to Brain (5). 
There is considerable varia.tion in the appearance of the spiro-
chetes described the various investiGators. They var-y from 
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fine and delicate organisEs reseLcbling the spirochete of spiro-
cl1aetal ja'undice to a spiroc11ete th,iclcer than tIle TrepOYleEla pa .. lli-
dUJrr. lU though spirocl'letes in general are not clifficul t to cnI ti-
vat6 upon appropriate media~ all atteInpts to culture the spirochete 
of disseminated sclerosis have failed, even when tried by JGhe inves-
tigators who claim to have seen the organism. 
As is the case with the rest of the experimental work on 
dissemine;ted sclerosis control eXperiI'lents are almost completely 
absent on work dealing wi tll the demonstrxl:;ion of spirochetes. 
:::Iowever, Ada'Tls, Blacklock, a..'1d ;',lcCluskie (15), tt-ro of whOrl had 
previo1)_sly presented evidence for the existence of spirochetes 
in inoculated animals demonstrated the presence of spirochete-
like bodies in the cerebrospinal fluid obtained from the lateral 
ventricles of normal monkeys, rabbits, a.nd g;uirea-pigs. In view 
of this demonstration and the absence of control experiments, no 
pathological significan.ce can be at-cached to similar bodies when 
found in i:noculated anin:als. Brain (5) says, tlEven if, in spite 
of the ob,jections put fO!"1l7ard, the bodies described be accepted 
as spirochaetes there is still no evidence ths.t they are the 
aetiol<;gical agents of disseminated sclerosis or that they have 
ever reproduced this disease irl al1.ims.ls. It 
In London in 1930 i'Hss Chevossut (18), working on the 
theory that the lesions of disseJTiinated slcerosis pass through 
an inflrunm.atory stage ana. that there is an agent, possibly in the 
fOrITt of a toxin "iyhich has special affinity for myelin, carried 
out a series of quite technical observations. special met.ii.ods 
of taking and culturi:r:0; cerebrospinal fluid she claims to have 
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gr01'm cultures vrhich bear a s"criking rese:;j',blance to the org8W."1.ism 
;,vhich is regarded as )ehe causative agent of bovine pleuro-pneu:monia. 
The latter is said to appear as a connecting li:r:;k benmel1 ordinary 
bacteria a:nd those knovm as I'il terarJle viruses. It is a small 
particulate body of about 0.2u diameter. The particulate form is 
accompanied by a:o.d is dependent for its reproduction on a larger 
spheroidal bod~r which develops frOG the partiCUlate form.. 1"iss 
Chevossut ria-med this supposed organism Spherula insularis and 
claims to have cultured it successfully in 176 cases out of 189. 
The followir!g year rieil (63) attsli'pted a repetition of 'che 
experh:1ents of Chevossut and ~:\lrves-Stewart and failed to produce 
convincing evidence th,9~t, in multiple sclerosis, cultures from 
spinal fluids ~rield a filterable virus and that this virus is re-
spollsi'ble for the production of the disease. In his conclusions 
he states, !lIthe fact that spheres aEd celenies of spheres may :m.ore 
readil:; be seen in agar cultures of spinal fluids that have given 
a positive globulin reaction suggests the precipitation.of colleid 
protein (or lipid) particles, whioh become visible in the dark field.!! 
During this Sa'1l6 time Carmichael (16) was atte::npting to check this 
work and arri-ved at the sar,le conclusien: I1Ne distinctive spherules 
were found in 19 c'u1 tures of cerebrospinal fluid from cases of di3-
seminated sclerosis. 1I 
Then iL 1932 Dr. B. Halley Stevfe.rt (59) gave a report on 
the work of 1':i8s Chevossut before the Board of the Instit'ute 
HSlnpstead where she was carryinE 011 her work. They had become 
suspicious tb:d; her YlOrk might not be truly scientific, so they 
checked her '?mrk and watched her actions for a period of six months. 
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Du.rirlg th.is tiTHe 8116 never su.pplied tllenl vii trl" 6\,ride:nce -li",;heIl asked, 
and was seen to destroy cultures of those trying to check her work. 
She finc.lly resigned u:n.der pressure, and following her resignation 
her 111ethod was followed metieulously by Dr. Stewart and an ass is-baht 
on the cerebrospinal fluid of 32 patients wi t11 nothing ·but negative 
resl.'.l ts. This finally served to discredit all of her work on the 
theory of a filterable virus. 
_tv=, will be seen later, the main principles of the definite 
pathology of disseminated sclerosis are destruction and removal 
of myelin from around the axis cylinder, and gliosis. Vinile there 
has bee~1 dispute as to whether ·the myelinolys~Ls or the gliosis is 
priT!lary, it is nov[ gexlerally believed that the myelinolysis comes 
first~· l'Iothil1g is lcTI,o-vffi of the causes of the myelin clisi:ntegration 
and most of the contemporary interest revolves around its beulg 
either purely degenerative on the one h8....11d, or the 1"e3ul t of infla.ln-
mation on the other. Working from tr;is angle Brickner (6) studied 
the effect of blood plasma fron patients ,.lith multiple sclerosis 
upon the fresh spinal cords of ra.ts, running parallel controls with 
nonnal blood plasma, a1]d also fresh formaldehyde-fixed cords. A 
consistent myelinolysis is produced in vitro with the oxalated 
pla.sma frm::l the patients to e. 1YtUCil greater degree than with plasma 
from norrnal subjects. Ee hypothesizes tha.t the blood from such 
patients contains a rr,yelinolytic factor or condition, and deduces 
that it is the cause of the des-t;ruction of myelin in the disease. 
He also found consistently thd.t the greatest changes occurred in 
the sheaths of' the white column. fibers; next crune the fine fibers 
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the ventral nerve rootlets and nerves themselves. He concluded, 
therefore, th,,,,t myelin is varyingly constituted in different parts 
of the nervous systeT:1 of' the rat, a....1"J.d, if this conditiol'J is the 
sa.me in man, It may have much to do with the evident selectivity 
of so many diseases of the central nervous s;ystem. From these ex-
periments the 'VvTi ter arrived at t11.6 hypothes is thooct the blood fac-
tor might turn out to be enz:YTIw.'t:ic, and, if such was the case, a 
lipase. Since quinine is knovm to be an inac-ci-';'ator of certain 
blood lipases, Bric1..-ner started a series of treatmerrt;s 1'rith this 
drug (to be discussed under treatment). 
In 1931 Brickner (7) published the results of further in-
vesti('~ation on the hypothesis t}ut there "las an abnormal lipase in 
the blood of patients with multiple sclerosis. In this work he 
ra:;."1. a series of vlell-controlled tesJes on the plasLia of patients 
with the disease and with nonnal subjects, using lecithin as ,t;he 
lipoid., aJ.ld tesJdng the changes in pH (those with the greater 
destruction of lipoid showing more acid.) found th""t more acid 
if formed in both plain multiple sclerosis seru."U and lecithinated 
mul tiple sclerosis serum then in the corresponding controls. aJ.1d 
he concludes th9..t in multiple sclerosis the blood contains a lipase 
which does not occur normally; this lipase differs from normal blood 
lipase; aJ.1d. it is probably the SaTI16 agent as the one which will pro-
duce m:felinolysis in tho spinal cords of rats. 
Since Bric}~ner' s tlleor-y ~ 01 a lipase as a causative agent 
in multiple sclerosis has appeared Crandall and Cherry (19 and 20) 
end 71eil fu'J.d Cleveland (64) have published articles in contradiction. 
"Neil studied the influence·· of natients 1 serum on the spinal cords of 
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rats al'ld agreed with Brickner that a larger rJ.v.TI,ber of serums from 
cases of multiple sclerosis than of normal serums acted destruc-
tively Oll the spinal cords, bu.t he also demonstrated that such 
action occurred in seru..'"'!1~S from other diseases $ !llld the difference 
did not seer. to be large enough to warran.t the drawing of conclu-
sions as to the importance of increase in lipase in the etiology 
of multiple sclerosis. }'urtherIi'.ore, e:x:periments with active pan-
creas lipase on the spinal cords of rats gave a negative result. 
These authors also s:.10wed a definite decrease in the blood phos-
phorus, it being 3.4 mg/100 cc. in multiple sclerosis as conpared 
with 4 mg. in normal cases, 4.2 Dg. in 21 cases of eight different 
diseases, and 4.4 mg. in cases of syphilis in the central nervous 
system. They vI.rite, "There exists the possibility that the increase 
in lipase and decrease in phosphorus are only secondary m.anifestatiol1s 
of a prim8.ry lesion of other organs of the body I e.g., the liver, 
and thRt such a lesion elimin':ttes a myelinolytic toxin or prepares 
the way I'or the passing of toxic metabolic products through the 
hemato-encephalic barrier. Lesions of this kind may be brought 
about in infectious diseases. They occur in acute disturbances of 
the D1.etabolic equilibrium, as in pregnancy or following operations 
\'n th narcosis of lonG duration or severe trauJl1a to the nerVO\.lS sys-
ten. all of which r3.re conditions trlat a1'e knm'lIl to favor the b8gin-
ning of multiple sclerosis. On the other hand, disturbru.lces of 
lipase and phosphorus metabolism may also be sequelae to a primary 
disease of the central nervous system vdth interference with the 
normal nervous mechanism 01 the supervision 0+ this metabolis:;:,'C. II 
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Cra..'1dall and Cherry (20) also agree vlith Brickner that 
enzym.es oecur in larger anounts in patients with nul tiple sclero-
sis, a:nd , , ~ney· feel it is logical to suggest that it may be 
cause of demyelinization in this dises"se, but they also find 
the occurrence of such a lipase in vatients with involvement of 
the liver or paricreas. It occurs in experim.ental injury of the 
liver or pa..'1creas. They also folloviied several dogs vri tIl Eck fis-
tulas for inOTe than six months. and in these animals the lipase 
is more consistently present than in cases of multiple sclerosis. 
They write, "We believe that at presey"t the best inJeerpretatiol1 
of the presence of abnor".Jlal amounts of lipase a.."ld diastase in the 
seru.rn of patients with multiple sclerosis is thaJc they are evidence 
of d;rsfuEction of the liver. II 
Greco (27) in 1935 presented a surm:ilary of the vJ"Ork of 3rick-
ner and others on a supposed myelinolytic ferrflent in the cerebro-
spinal fluid as a causative agent or related to ·the production of 
or interprete.:l::;ion of the changes in the myelin sheaths seen in this 
disease. He also conducted parallel researches and arrived at a 
negative general conclusion, both as to technical histological and 
chemical details and as to the co~c.ception as a whole. 
?utnau, LcKel1YJ.a, and ;'=orrison (49) published their work in 
1931 on the fOrj~latiolJ,. of' e:x:perir~e:rtt·al sclerotic plaqLLes. Fror~l a 
such as thromboses or interference vrith blood supply E;.ight explain 
the formi~_tion of plaques in d:1.sseminated sclerosis. injectiEg 
ID,il1.irnal doses of' tetan.1J_s to:x:in i:n.to dogs tr.~ey l'ol;tnd disserniD.ated 
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areas of myelin loss wit}-] perivascl~lc,~:r iDfiltration and reactive 
gliosis, t:'0 cardinal i'actors 
This nyelin loss is perri'anent up to a year froy;: the time of ino-
Gulation rued the gllosls appeared to be progressi-v-e. 'They also 
showed e.reas of myelin destruction crith reac·r..;:: .. ve gliosis ir: dogs 
by carbon monoxide poisoning, the myelin showing no sign of regen-
eration viithin uvo , , mon<:.ns. S i:m.i]. (~.r Etreas of dernyelir}.iza-cion. 81ld 
gliosis Yilf3 .. y be produced embo 1 isn-: veith cod liver oil emulsion. 
The destroyed in in these cases is not regenerated at the end 
of five E:.orrt;hs, but gliosis is progresslve. Vascular obstruction 
appears to pla;~l e ... part i:n t}le productior:;, of lesiOl1.s of t116 t-y'1Q 
latter types; also per:b.aps ~D. tIle first. T}lGSe 77rit~ers cl£tilfl 
that all three types of lesions resemble closely the ltearlyll 
plaques of rnuli;iple sclerosis alid quoting, !lIt is not necessary 
to postulate a specific virus, toxin or ferrlent to account for 
the histologic appearances seeD. in multiple sclerosis. 1I 
firm years later (1933) Putnam (50) found thG_t arterial 
e:rnbolism or throrl,bosis did not cause the true histopathological 
picture of multiple sclerosis, and after making carefl,:l studies 
of slides from experirnental animals and from. humans he found that 
the blood-vessel in the center of sclerotic p1aqv.es vrere usually 
if rlot alv;ays veins. Lie states, n-\Iery recently, I ha~\re beerl able 
to produce SOLle acuJce lesions w;d.cn have both gross a...'ld microscopic 
resenbla:n.ce to those occ1..Tring in hUnJ.all beil'}gs by injecting bland 
oily substarlces fOTIrards--that it, upstrear:,--il'J.to the ligated 
longi tudil18..l s inns of dogs. The res1:>lthJ.g 1es ions are confh:ed 
ahlOS-C exclusively to the white m.atter. a:n.d COY;.s:i.st of gradual 
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Eyelin char.L<ges, a ·\Fascular infil tra"d.on witl1 phagocytes and 
lYlliphoc:rtes", slid a glial proliferatione There is no destruction 
of axis cylinders or of con:nective tissue structures. ffiJd only 
m.inor changes in ga:nglion cells.!! Putnarrc feels that it is pre-
l:1.ature to attempt to correlate the pathological processes here 
outlined with the recognized features of the lru:man disease in any 
(ietail. Infections are krJ01'Jn to predispose to the production of 
thro]T',boses in various parts of the body, ai'1d also to the onset or 
exacerb9.tion of multiple sclerosis. The association, both patho-
logical 8....1J.d clinical, between multiple sclerosis and retro-bulbar 
neuritis, al1d betweeE the l8.tter and sinus disease is well recog-
nized. Exacerbations of multiple sclerosis are 8,lrnost constantJ.y 
produced by pregnancy I ire. vridch the coagulabilit:; of the blood is. 
increased. Ee ae;ain e:rr;phasizes the superflv.ity of postulatil1g a 
specific demyelinizing organism, virus, or toxin to account for 
such lesions. liThe ·ultimate etiological factor should probably 
be sought in a local vascl;lar abnormality. or in some alteration 
in coagulabiHt;r of the blood. II 
In 1935 Solomon (58) studied the reacti.on ,?f blood coagu-
lation in 12 cases of' :mul tiple s.clerosis and in 14 controls. He 
studied the reaction to (1) intravenOl-1S typhoid vaccine and to 
I ' , \ 2) subcutali.e01..1.S adrenal in. Ets control cases co:m.prised 5 patients 
vrith epilepsy. 5 with psychoneurosis. and one each of post-enceph-
ali tic Farkinsonism, brain tUlTlor, neuro-rr~uscular dystrophy. and 
syringorr:yelia. In the typhoid vaccine experiments the degree of 
the ma.,"'dnrLUTI drop in clotting time was not significard:;ly tlifferent 
in the two groups of patients. except in the dura-i~ion of the drop 
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in clotting time, the avera;;e duration of' the drop being 69 h01..1.rs 
in the multiple sclerosis group as contrasted vlith 26 hours in 
the control group. In the adre:nalin exreri:ments there vras a parked 
difference in the two groups, both in regard -co degree 8.:'ld duration 
of the drop in clotting time. The average maxirm.un drop in multiple 
sclerosis gro1J_p v,ras 45 per cent as contrasted with 11 per cent in 
the controls. The average duration of the drop was 3.7 hours in 
the multiple sclerosis group, and 1.0 :£1our in the control group_ 
This is e..:n adju:nct to the belief of hltnarn who emphasizes it in 
his last article of 1935 (51). 
From this survey of the etiology of dissemi;nated sclerosis 
it appears quite evident that the causative agent or factors are 
still as obscure as when the disease was first recognized as a 
clinical entity_ P..ll of the tl:.eories advanced have been severely 
attacked ., 1 Vj~ 1)1:1 exception of the last presented, PutneJ"n's belief 
of a vascular origin, probably a change in the coagulability of the 
blood. This theory, though appearing q'Ldte logics.l needs much fur-
ther investigation before conclusions can be properly made. 
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Pathology and Pathogenesis 
Charcot's (17) early description of the pathologic changes, 
consisting of a patchy loss of myelin, with relatively intact axis 
cylinders. peri vascular intil tration, and dense glial infiltration 
has not been markedly altered by later investigators. 
The pathological unit in disseminated sclerosis is a cir-
cumscribed patch of nervous tissue in which t:le pathological pro-
cess runs a fa,irly well-defined course. terminating in the forma-
tion of a IIsclerotic plaque lf • Scattered throughout the central 
nervous system and va,rying in size and form they preferably affect 
the whi till substance. its long or short nerve fibers; they may be 
symmetrical or asymmetrical and rnay invade even the peripheral 
" 
nerves. W'aerever located, wha.tever the size or age (young or old), 
there can be discerned in a patch many nerve fibers in fairly good 
condi tion. A. great man:! are merely denri vad of myelin, e.ppearing 
as naked axones (demyelinated nerve fibers); some 8..C-€ covered with 
myelin but partiall:!, while others show a destv'uction of both the 
myelin and axone, .xhi bi Hng a st3.te of Wallerian degeneration 
(Hassin (32). These th:r-ee pathological feat11'l:'es occur not onl;v 
in the patches themselves, bl1t also in parts of the centrel nervous 
system which show !1', visib!_€ patches whatever. 
Most observers agree thfot the patcl1 is in many cases peri-
vascular, Le. placed concentdcally around a vessel. Brain (5) 
gives a. pathological description of sclerotic plaques in both the 
early and the late stages which is the compilation of works of 
most authors on t~lis subject. Tracing the changes in an I egrly 
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patch' from the center to the periphery one finds: (1) the blood 
vessels are dilated, but in the early stages there are few changes 
in the vessel wall; sometimes capillary hemorrhages are observed. 
Symonds (61) adds that occasionally the lumen of one of these 
vessels is filled wi th a thrombus. (2) The perivascular spaces 
contain cells of several different types. The occ"U.!'rence of lympho-
cytes and plasma cells in the perivascular spaces in disseminated 
sclerosis is now well-recognized and emphasized by such writers as 
Oppenheim (47). Guccione and Lhermitte (38). Siemerling and Raecke 
(57). Birley and Dudgeon (3). a~d Symonds (61). although Dawson (21) 
failed to observe these (III have never seen any marked grouping of 
small round cells analogous to the so-called 'round cell infiltra-
tions. III ). The other type of cell found in the perivascular space 
is the fat granule cell. a large cell containing globules of fatty 
substances produced by the breakdown of the myelin of the nerve 
sheathe. 0) External to the perivascular space is Ii concentric 
zone in which the myelin sheaths of the nerve fibers are severely 
damaged. SOTje have disappeared; others stain faintly. or appear 
swollen or granular. This zone contains proliferated glial cells 
with numerous processes, and fat granule cells lie in the tissue 
interstices together with a few lymphocytes. The axis cylinders 
for the most part persist. bnt may show degenerative changes. slJch 
as swelling. inequality in size, twisting, longitudinal splitting, 
or fragmentation. (4) Peripheral to this last zone is an area. 
transitional to normal tissue in which there is less disintegration. 
Later on in the pa,thological cha,."lges the 'late patch' or 
end result is reached c.onsisting of: (1) The blood vessels show 
hyalin thickening, and may be infiltrated wi th embryonal cells; 
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(2) Fat gr~~ule cells disappear from the perivascular space leaving 
it dilated, and lymphocytic infiltration may persist to some extent, 
and be associated wi th proliferation of the cells of the adventitia; 
(3) demyelinization of the surrounding nerve tissue is complete and 
the spaces are filled with fibroglia (a condensation of the original 
glial network). The axis cylinders are reduced in number. and some 
of those persisting show abnormalities. swelling! spindle enlarge-
ments, etc.; (4) the transitional zone is constituted by a narrow 
ring rich in glial nuclei, the smaller the patch the sharper its 
differentiation from its·surroundings. 
The sclerotic patch is believed to be produced by this 
mechanism passing thr01Jgh a stage called t fat granule cell myelitis' 
although Dawson (21) believes that the process may be much more 
chronic in some instances, and consist of little more than increas-
ing glial hyperplasia with an absence of granular cells and other 
cellular reactions. 
Distribution of patches. A number of writers cla.ssify the 
distribution of pa.tches in disseminated sclerosis as (1) perivascular, 
(2) subpial. and (~) peri ventricular. 
(1) Perivascular »atches! In the spinal cord there are two 
basal types of pstcnes, wedge-shaped and oval or round, correspond-
ing to the di stri b,ltion of t:<le transverse and per-pendicular branches 
of the lateral vessels of the cord. Corresponding to the trans-
verse branches, which run in from the vaso-corona, (the arterial 
wreath which uni tes the anterior and posterior slJinal arteries) are 
the wedge-shaped areas of sclerosis with their base to the surface. 
Other arterial branches enter the cord and divide into a perpendi-
cular branch running upwards and downwards. The patches corres-
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ponding to -chese are of an elongated oval shape extending through 
several segments longitudinally. The cervical arid thoracic cord 
are more affected than the lower segments. 
In the brain-stem and cerebellum the sarne primary forms 
B.re to be found, and in addition the cerebelluJll is often invobred 
by extension from the roof of the fourth ventricle. 
In the corona radiata round or oval submiliary foci occur, 
and in the basal ganglia round areas which appear to begin as peri-
vascular patches around the branches of the lenticulo-striate e.:n,d 
strio-thalamic vessels, later fuse to form irregular-shaped areas. 
'rhe cerebral cortex may be involved by patches of subcor-
tical origin, or by surface patches, Yfedge- or arch-shaped, which 
coalesce to give a moth-eaten appearance. these cortical areas 
demyelinization often corresponds to the area of supply of the 
superficial vessel plexuses of the cortex. Similar changes are 
found in tho cerebellar cortex. 
(2) Subpial patches: Probably, both in the brain and 
cord, the subpial patches constitute a variety of perivascular 
patch related to the distribution of vessels enteriT.tg fron: the 
pial surface. 
(3) Periventricular patches: Lhermitte and Guccione (38) 
aD.d Dawson (21) as -vuel1 as several other writers have stressed 
the predilection of disseminated sclerosis for the neighborhood 
of the cerebral ventricles. The -,.·ho1e of both lateral ventricles 
may be involved or the process lJlay be limited to a part of one. 
I t is rn.os-t; marlced in -the l:orns, par-ticul~trly the :posterior Ilorns. 
The patches nearest the ventricles have a direct and extensive 
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relationship with the veo::,tricular surface, and are formed of 
thick fibrillar bands. FroD these, finger-like projections 
extend into the surrounding white matter, e.g. the corpus co110-
S1).m and corona radiata, or into the grey ma-'cter, e.g. the optic 
thaI 8..1111..18 • 'Ihe histological appearance of these plaques are the 
same as elsewhere. Some observers believe these periventricular 
plaques are due to the rich vascular bed in these regions and 
would classify them under the perivascular types. Others believe 
they are secondary to abnorTrJ..alities of the cerebrospinal fluid, 
while others believe it a corr,bination of the t-ilO. 
Pathological ohanges in specj.o:-l situation~. 
1.) 'The visual fibers: Disseminated sclerosis may attack 
the visual fibers at mal1Y points, but the optic chiasma is the 
most frequently affected and ,:wst frequently on its anterior 
border. Patches here 8,.,':ld in the optic tracts are in relation 
to the third ventricle while those of the optic nerves are re-
lated to the central vessels. The optic radiations :may also 
be in'Tolved by peri ventricular patches near the posJeerior horn 
of the lateral ventricles. 
2.) Cranial and spinal nerves: Usually the tJ-pical patches 
of this disease are confined to the glia-bearing parts of the cen-
tral ner-<rOU8 system, but frequently the spinal roots are involved, 
particularl~T those of the lumbar region (21 and 57). Changes in 
the peripheral nerves !'l.re attributed to a toxic neuritis and a.re 
not typical of disseminated sclerosis. 
3.) Secondary. degeneration: 'rhe absenoe of secondary de-
generation in the nervous s~fstem in dissemina.ted sclerosis was 
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emphasized by a 111.Lllber of early l'ITiters, but is is nov" generally 
recoGlli zed that such, occurs (5). 
4.) IV1.eninges: Thickening and blood vessel changes similar 
to those in sclerotic patches occ'ur, sometirLes associated vii th 
such patches and other tlines not. Ko conclusions hav'e been ac-
cepted although Dawson (21) believes they ~,-re changes due to 
It compl iCQtio:ns II • 
Pathogenesis 
1. The l:ature of the Pathological F'rocess. 
There has been considerable controversy by investigators 
as to the primary and secoI:idary changes in the pathological le-
sions of disseminated sclerosis. Sein'.erling and Raecke (57) 
claimed that the presence of plasma cells in parJcicular as 
being evidence of a true inflammator'1 process, -whereas Dawson 
(21) claimed he was unable to find any perivascular infiltration 
with 1;Yl1l1'hocytes or nlasma cells &"20. he considers that the earli-
est stage in the formation of a sclerotic focus is a subacute 
degeneration of the myelin sheaths. In response to the presence 
of the fatty products of this degeneration numbers of mononuclear 
phagocytes are developed both from the glia cells and the vasc'ular 
endo'l:;helium" and these 'caking up the ratty droplets become the 
lIfe:t-gra.'1ule cells!!, which :make their VTa-:f tovrards the small vessels 
around which they are grouped in dense clusters. he states, llAt 
the stag;e of abundant fat-granule cell fOl~mation, when these cell 
elements aTe passing into the lY1r'llh spaces of' the adventitia, 
every vessel in the affected zone is ;;larked out by a ring or rings 
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of s1...1ch cells. If sue}l e..:rl area., 7jiit;}"l fat-gra.r:rule cells crovidi:ng 
the vessel sheaths a.:ad tissue spaces be looked at with loY; power, 
and especially in celloidin sections where it is dif'ficul t to 
analyze the constituent elements, the impression is given of a 
softened area wi tn cell-infil tra:'ced walls. The possibility that 
areaS at such a stage of de-velopynent haye been taken as illustrat-
lng cell-infiltrated areas may explain the great significance "\:;hat 
has beer. ascribed to the vessels and to the inflammatory nature of 
the process.!! He concludes that disseminated sclerosis is a sub-
acute disse:dnated TilYeli tis, probably due to a soluble toxin 
which is conveyed to the tissues throu;;h the blood vessels, and 
he distinguishes from. the disease knmvn as acute disser:linated 
:myelo-encephalitis, cases of which have been from time to time 
reported as acute multiple sclerosis. 
According to Brain (5) all the main features of glial 
hypertrophy and c01npOUl1.d gra.l'lular cell formation "which are to 
be found h: this disease have been observed to result froE the 
experimental destruction of brain Jeissue. These facts assume 
irr.:portance in rel'3.tion to the Jeheories of the nature of dissell:-
inated sclerosis put fan/arc in the early ;years of this century 
by a nUl'1.ber of foreign writers. These conceptions J Jchough not 
identica.l, possess 2- co:r.-:mon feature in the view tha-\:; the patho-
logical process is essentially a hypertrophy of the glia arising 
from a congenital abnormali , and the demyelinization is a degen-
eration secondary to the gli2.1 grovJ'th. Charcot 1 s conception of 
though mucb. Tfl.o:re in aceor€: with modern views, takes no account 
of the early stages of 1rl:>'eJ.in destruction. 
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I 32 \. .. L' 1 ., c· ~. -. ha0S1n \ ), In re-vl.eVJ1.21g Lt11e C -.!.E'.t11ges VJ.t1:"Cll tie lOllI1.d ~n 
Jr),aterial from thirteen cases .. concluded that the :prhl.ary chsJ.lge 
is a degeneration of the myelin sheaths 81Jd that all the subse-
quent reactive phenomena .. fornlation of fat-granule cells .. and 
overgrolrrth of glia cells fu'1d fibrils .. are purely seconds.ry .. the 
histological picture being exactly com,pe,rable with that seen in 
the secondary degenera:i:;ion following.. for instance.. a vasC1)lar 
lesion of the internal capsule. 1\13 to tll,e peri vas cuI ar ini:'il-
tration, he believed that tt_is cOllsists entirely of fat-granule 
cells. nSuch infiltrated blood--vessels suggest at first glance 
an inflmmnatory condition as if the infiltration consists of 
l;ymphocytes, plas12a cells !:1-'1d si:r:,_ilar haernatogenOtlS elements. 
Such 8n error can 8astly be corrected by hexing the specimens 
stained 1tri tl~ osrnic acid or scarlet red ·vVllicb. YIiIl sL.ov: tl1at t116 
infiltrating cells are fatgranule bodies.!! was so certain 
of the degenerative ne:i:;t~re of tbe lesions that he goes on to S8.:!, 
"Those cases of multiple sclerosis that have been described by 
ID€U1.:i- good patl'101ogists as contail'li:ng or s110wing il'1flal'Tlm~ttory 
phenomena have not been cases of multiple sclerosis at 13.11. 11 
The principal alternai.~ive to the hypothesis -'Ghat dissem-
inated sclerosis is an endogenous glial hypertrophy implies the 
existence of an exogenous y.toxa brought to the nervons' systeEl from. 
without. According to Brain (5) this pathogenic agent must be 
such as to produce circuiTiscribed lesions. mainly if not e:x:clusive-
ly perivascuJ.:;~r in distribution, and attended by perive.scule,r inf:i.l-
tration vd.th plasma cells and l;ynrphocytes. There are two explana-
tions of these facts tha~have been proposed: (1) that an h:fective 
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agent is present in the nervous system, fmd (2) that the lesions 
are th.e reaction to a toxin, brou.gl1t b~! tJ:1C blood streru;:-~ or by 
sorr.e otl16r rOt1.te. ~:any recer;t YlTorlcers h,$J\Te stres sed tIle peri-
vascular eX1.d r;;.er:dngeal infiltration as almost conclusive evidence 
of the infective nature of the disease. Brain believes that apart 
frOID the nature of the cellular reaction, it is difficult to as-
cribe to a toxin, changes at the sarne ti;ne so widespread and yet 
so focal: He gi-ir8s the cardinal fea.tures of the e:f'fects of .J.. • voxJ..ns. 
whether endogenous or exogenous, upon the nervous system as 
diffuseness, lirr,:i.ted by (2) certain selectivity, and (3) symmetry 
both in distribution and chronolog;)1. The patches in disserrdnated 
slcerosis are circun~cribed, involve all parts of the central ner-
Yot's s~rstem with little discrimination, are only superficially 
sp .. metrical in distribution, a.:nd highly irreg-u1ar in their chron-
ological development. He sums up by saying, I1The hypothesis of' 
a toxic origin has weighty support, but the evidence appears to 
be Tr:ore in favour of the view that disseminated sclerosis is due 
to a neurotropic infection and is an encephalo-myelitis, charao-
terized p9.thologically by perivascular demyelinization aJ.'ld olinic-
ally by its relapsing tendency. tl 
Syrnonds t (61) conclusion is practically the S8~e: 
type of cellular reactioE is that ~Tlet vii t11. in all diseases of 
the central nervous systerl' 1Thich are kn01'JIl to be due to micro-
orge.nisms, a:<1d it TIlB.y be deduced that the canse of disseminated 
sclerosis is in all probability of a similar nature.1t 
2. Wnich Tissue is Primarily Affected. 
There has been rmiCh discussion as to w}::.ich tissue eler!'.ent 
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is primarily affected by the pathogenic agent. One group of' 
observers believe 'that it is tbe nerve fiber, and Daw-son states 
that trthe Eost constant 8.Tl.d uniform change is the absence of the 
myelin sheathtl. Another group of observers, however~ consider 
that the blood vessels or the perivascular spaces are the first 
involved and that changes in the neural elements are secondary. 
On the other hand, there are some that believe that the glia 
reaction is the primary chaXJ.ge and others secondary. Brain (5) 
believes that these atter:tpts to find a locus minoris resistentiae 
to the noxa of dissem.inated sclerosis are sOlli8-rrhat academic, for 
it seems impossible to do ;;;o1'e than specuJ.a·ce whether the reaction 
of a certain tissue element is to the hypothetical infection or 
to the products of the destruction of other cells. He believes 
that probably both factors operate. Ds.wson (21) also believes 
that the response is in part to the pathogenic agent, and in part 
to tiSSt10 daraage. T11e cor.Lstanc~r of degen.eration of t:ne rr,y-elil1. 
sheaths indicates their hiGh susceptibility to the noxa. 
3. l'he Route of Infection of the Nervous System. 
Sicm:erling and t1aecke (57) found that the foci of disease, 
especially 11lithin the brain, w'ere grouped aro1..U1d the terminal 
brarlches of the blood vessels. On these grovnds they concluded 
that the disease YJas infect::ve or ..1.. •• " .. ,-,OXle In orlg1.n, 
virv,s or toxin Vlas conveyed to the ner"IJotlS tissues through the 
blood vessels and there set up en inflarrmatory reaction with des-
tructioll of nerve elem01-;.ts and secondary overgroy,-'ch of neuroglia. 
At first siGht the perivascul.9.r distribution of many of 
the patches in the nervous syste:m suggests a hematogenous origin 
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of the infectj.or:., just as periventricular sclerosis suggests 
the cerebrospinal fluid as the source. However" according to 
Brain (5), there is an alternative explanation in eitl!er case. 
Recent studies of tho perivascular spaces have ShOYffi them to be 
extensions of the subarachnoid space surrounding all vessels 
entering the nervous system B.nd subdividing to clothe their branches 
in a similfJ.!' fas1-lion, thus reaching the pericellular spaces in the 
grey matter and the interfibrous spaces in the white. It is prob-
able that no pathogenic agent brought to the nervous systern by 
the blood strea,ll can avoid passing through the perivascular space. 
But a perivascular distribution would also be attained by a noxa 
'which ascended the perivascular space from the cerebrospinal fluid 
of the subarachnoid space. Ee says that this is difficult to ac-
cept as a likely e;~lanation of isolated patches deeply situated 
in the central portions of the cerebral hemispheres, but it is 
probable that once a particulate virus has beexl brought to e:tlY 
situation by the blood streeX' the perivascular spaces play ae'l 
important part iT. the diffusion either of the virus itself or of 
-.,t.. , it 
~ vS t;oJel.ns. llIt is indeed probable thf ... t both blood-stream and 
cerebrospinal fluid playa part in the spread of' the disease. 
Raematogenous infection probably leads to invasion of the peri-
vascular spaces and hence of the subarachnoid space. On the other 
hand, if the peri-ventricular sclerosis is secondary to the presence 
of the virus in the ventriculz,r fluid the latter has probably been 
infected by viay of the blood-vessels of' the choroid l' 1 e:;C0.ses .!l 
"iNe see from this reviev{ that even the patholog;y end the 
J't ... n," .. - 1" 1'" ,.. .., 1'acnogenesls OI o.lssemUlat;eo. se erOSlS are not; entll'ely sety,leo. 
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questions, but the :Tost modern ex.d :nost widelv-accepted views Of ~ 
r " , 
seeril to be that the disease is of' an infectious nature due to 
some living organisE, or at least some exogenous agent. that is 
carried to the nervous tissues by 'way of' the blood stresH. 
I 
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Symptomotology and Diagnosis 
There are few diseases which raise such d:U'ficul ties of 
die.gnosis as disseminated sclerosis. The classical clinical 
fe..miliarized us, tho1J~gh hi'1'hlv distinc-
-0-- tJ 
ti ve, is now recogni zed as occ"L,rring in only 10 to 12 per cent 
of cases. In the rem"linder the ITlI:L1'1ii'estations of the disease as-
surne the most varied I'orI!ls. Its onset may be acute. subacute, or 
chronic, its course remittent or steadily progressive. Evidence 
of rr:ul tip1e foci n:.ay be present from the outset, or the physical 
signs IT;ay, even for years, point only to a single lesion. 7,nioh-
ever be the case there are few regions of the nervous system, from 
the optic nerves to the conus medullaris, which may not be invol'red. 
Birley and Dudgeon (3) feel that it is useful to recognize 
two clinical ty-pes of disseminated sclerosis:. (a) the remittent 
type characterized by acute exacerbations at widely var.Jing irter-
vals alternating with quiescent periods, and (b) the chronic pro-
gressive type. In their series of thirty-five patients the pro-
por"cion of remittent to chronic progressive cases if 6: 1, and they 
concluded that in early Cases of the remittent t~lpe, onoe the acute 
disturbaTlce has subsided, the patient may present no clinical evi-
dence of organic disease over prolonged periods. The possibility 
of spontaneous cure canTlot therefore be entirely denied. l'11e re-
mi:ttent t;Yl?e in its later sta€;es tends to assm;le the chara.cteristics 
of the chronic progressive tY'J?e. They further say tl~at the great 
bulk of clinical and histological evideLoe is op~:osed to the view 
that these two types oorre§poy'd to two differel::Jt pathological pro-
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cesses. On the co;:~trary, the;! are to be regarded as manifesta-
tions of one and the s£' ..me disease. 
Following the plan of' Brain (5) it is convenient and help-
ful to consider the symptomatology of disseminated sclerosis from 
three aspects: (1) its clinical course, that is, its mode of onset, 
d 1 t d -I" ' '-' t' 12\ J..}, • "j" , eve opmen.~ ura~lon, ana 'IJermUla -lon, \ i V""e slgnl :lCal'lCe ana. 
frequency of individual Sj;1Dptoms, and (3) 's;Y1Ttptora-groupsf or 
clinical varieties arising from the predominant ir.volvement of a 
particular region. 
I. Clinical course. (a) IvIode of onset. Adw.s, Blacklock, 
Dunlop. and Scott (1) in studying the pathogenesis and S;)!1nptoma-
tology of disseminated sclerosis, feel 'chat the disee.se would. ap-
pear to be a disease of more common irwiclence than has been reoog-
nized in 'che past. artd they sayan outstanding feature of 'I:;he cases 
considered in their series is the frequenc;)r with which the signifi-
cance of the earliest s;Y'Tn:ptoms haye been oyerlooked. A disease iE 
which the morbid pathology consists of plaques of sclerosis distri-
buted in e.n irreg;ule.r and apparently haphazard fashion throughou:t; 
the brain e.nd spinal cord Imst; of necessity vary' widely in its 
clinical manifestations, and yet the almost COEstant presence of 
a com.binatiol1 of the so-called cardinal signs is a strikin2; phenom-
enon. In this respect the disease resembles syphilis from the fact 
that certain parts of the nerYODS systen's seem to be specially prone 
to be attacked. These authors, too, divide the cases into tvm t~;Tpes .. 
First is the ,~ore acute ty-pe in which the victim is usually a young 
and othervlis e heal thy adult under 30 ye ars of age. There is 11SUe.lly 
a preceding history of tralJli'a or acute exanthen, so frequent in f'act 
-. ( 
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that they cannot be totally disregarded. The second type of 
case 8~ttacks, as a rule, older "9atients, 8 .. nd has TEore of a spinal 
than of a cerebral distrib'ution: its onset is Lore gradue.1 and 
its clinical C01Jrse more slovdy progressive. It is this group 
which preseEts the greatest difficulty in diagnosis, as s;y-philis 
and arteria-sclerosis have to be excluded. "These cases do not, 
in our experience~ tend to develop the established picture of 
classical disseminated sclerosis. IT 
In considering the onset of the disease, Vvetherell (66) 
vrri tes, HIt is now well-known tl"'at the old triad of Charcot--
nystagmus, sca.:nnin.g speech a:;.'1d intention tremor--manifests itself 
late in the disease. Iiany of the earlier s;)'1npto:ms are often, over-
looked 8....'1d, because of the sudden reraissions so characteristic in 
H:;s beginning, are put QOiiV'.o. as hysterical a·btaoks or ntild apoplexies, 
or "rheulTle.tism!f. };mong these early IPanifestations are ootl18.r pal-
sies; traxlsitory diplopias; rlmscul~r weaknesses, which are associat-
ed with giddiness, nausea and headache; stumbling and tripping; 
stiff.ness of the legs and difTicul ty in climbing stairs; urin8..ry 
frequency of sudden onset a:n.d cessation equally sudd.en; slight 
difficulties in speech and the like. Very often these disturbances 
follow or OC01),r at periods of distress such as pregnru.lcy. etc.!! 
The sudden onset of S;y--xLptor;'.s in dissemir.tated sclerosis is 
well reco;:;nized. The modern tendency has been to emphasize the 
frequency with wl~ich tl~e onset is insidious. the figures 
considerable fron 45 per cent of cases by Birley and Dudgeon (3) 
to 73 per Cel1~G of cases. W. Boll1Eig (quoted fro:rr~ Brain (5)) has 
",1~"'·1~·,.Tzea.', JG'l~e 1"1' s+orl·. es' 0'1." 16;7" c,~·"·,se'" -~u' .oo"""u' -'--'~e ""011-Wl'1-~ "1'6 ""~~= ~ .L •• ,' V _ _ ':c ~ =1 1. ~<." vi" 1. V '-~Jo l -
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quency of early s:1r!nptor..s: disturbances of gait in 64 per cent, 
paresthesiae in 26 per cent, sphincter disturbances in 24 per 
cent, giddiness in 19 per cent, diplopia in 18 per cent, pain 
and weakness of the back in 13 per cent, disturbaLces of speech 
in 6 per cent, abnoI"IIiali ties in the upper ext-;remities in 4 per 
cent, and facial weakness in 1 per cent. 
Cadvmlader and I"cCo!',.nell (15) in presenting the SyTllptoms 
of disser:l,inated sclerosis '\l'rri te that in the earliest stages of 
the disease many of the sympton:s are so mild as to escape detec-
tion. It must be remem')ered, however, that these S;)i1ilptoms may 
subside without leaving any trace, an,d yet recur later and be-
come prof;ressively more intense. If, in a given case, spastic 
paraplegia, intention tremor, scanning speech, optic atrophy, 
and nystagmus are present, the diagnosis presen"ts little diffi-
culty, since these symptoms point to an advanced stage 0::' the 
disease. But in the earliest stages of multiple sclerosis, be-
fore aEY of these signs have developed fully, the dia,gnosis is 
exceedingly difficult. Itrrhe point that we wish to erl1phasize and 
disc'uss at this time is that a knowledge of' the mode of succes-
sion of the syrrrptorns may constitute sufficient evidence on which 
to base a positive diagnosis in the early and undeveloped stages. 
Isolated objective signs, su.ch 8.S impe.irIilent of vision, ocular 
paralyses, weakness of one or :1:Ore of the extremities:l associated 
wi th paresthes ie. are exceedingly com:rr!.on. These phenomena are, 
however, transitory and are frequently so fleeting as to be over-
100ked. 11 
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Remission of the onset s-;;rmptoEs is far more conn".on than 
is generally believed, and is prone to occur in the majority 
of cases. Eirley and Dudgeon (3) have Sh01ID that most cases run 
all intermittent course, acco!:lp2J1ied by a haphazard series of rel-
atively acute disturba:o.ces due to focal lesions. In one case of 
the cases of Cadwa1ader and M:cConnell (15), the earliest evidence 
of the disease--dating back to 1907--'V:fas a paralysis of the left 
leg that lasted one month, disappeared, and returned ·w-:i_thin tvro 
months. It was absent again for a prolonged period, but in 1909 
it recurred, and remained as an intenni ttent feature up to and 
for some time after the full development of marked bilateral 
spastic paraplegia and other SJ"1T'.ptOI'~S of multiple sclerosis--
about eight years later. In another one of their cases the only 
com.plaint was of intermittent diplopia over a period of three 
years before other characteristic signs developed. In another 
case there were irregular attacks of sudden but transient blind-
ness preceding the development of optic atrophy; 8..l"J.d in still 
another case there developed very rapidly b:1.lateral oculomotor 
paralysis that persisted for eighteen months, no other syInptO!llS, 
either objective or subjective} being present. Tre,""or, scarming 
speech, and weelrness of the extremities developed later. 
For diagnostic purposes isolated S:.nllptODS of the disease 
under co:nsideration are of little value, but the knowledge that 
paralyti.c phenomena are at first isolated and later become per-
rnarlent end are conbined vrith llystagmus. sCa:D ... ning speech, tre:mor, 
or other lLfu'1.ii'este:tions, may be of considerable importance. 
,r"'-
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It has been the experience of these authors that the 
classic symptoms, i.e., nystagmus, scanning speecn, and ir.,ten-
tion tremor, differ from the other sigI'~ of this disease in that 
they are not so frequerltly rer;'ittent in character. a1 though 00-
casionally they appear as isolated signs. Once established, they 
tend to becorr:e perrr:anent and to progress. Each of these symptorls 
seems to point to a ",ore or less 'widespread distribution of the 
infleJlT.CH3,tory lesions, and :'or this reason they are of far greater 
importance than almost 8J.'l.y other single sign of the disease. Scan-
nirkg speech or other dysarthria indicates disturbance in the com.-
bined motor function of the respiratory, laryngeal, palatal, lin-
gual, and lip m.uscles thc.;,t are supplied by different cranial nerves; 
and each orH3 a:£' these cranial nerves has its origin at a different 
level VIi thin the brain stem. One les ion sufficiex;.tly severe to 
have destroyed all of these must, therefore, be very diffuse. 
In these authors' eonclus ions Jchey write, !twe vJ'Quld em-
phasize tlkl,t the sequence, mode of development, a.nd the combina-
tion of si,gns are li~ore important thfu"'l the individual s::''1T~pto:ms 
themselves. In addition, the occurrence of cerebral S:y"Yfiptorns .. 
TIiOSt particularly sCaI'.JJ.ing speech and nystag;mus , either alone or 
after spinal sYly,ptoms have developed, or the reverse, spinal symp-
toms follovfing the cerebral :nanifesta~;ions, is strongly indicative 
of the disseninatiorl of the pathologic pro·cess. If there is a 
history of earlier r)9xnissions or of a discontinuance of the process 
in the early stages, followed by a prosressive course, the nature 
of the disease can be determined with confidence. 1I 
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:Me.ny observers in this country and 3urope, more 'Darticu-
larly in France, will not ma.'k::e the diagnosis of multiple sclerosis 
unless there be present the classical triad of sYTIptoms, narnely 
nys-C8.9"US, intention trenor fU"1d scarmin€~ speech; while others ~ 
like Sachs and Friedman (53), venture to diagnosticate the dis-
ease in the presence of a;l'lother series of.' s;ymptoms, 13.1 thoug;h on6 
or tyv-O of tIle fS.TIlOllS Cht=licot triad, developed 8"ud en1p11&sized b;)T 
Charcot 8....1'ld his followers, may be abseYlt. As in tabes dorsalis 
the earlier concepts of multiple sclerosis -vV'ere ',lased upon the 
full-fledged chronic form.s of the disease, ar ... d as such the older 
clinical studies were keen and discriminating. 'l'he present-day 
views 13.1'0 based upon the atten:p-c to recognize the disease in its 
earliest stages. 
(b) ~ .of onse".:;. The occurrence of disseminated sclerosis 
in children has been reported not infrequently in the past, and 
it is perhaps significELnt that s;)ch reports have been much less 
COT,;J)10n of recent years. kany diseases 'which in some ways reseID-
ble disseminated sclerosis are now rec0t:.~nized., 3I.ld in the past 
confusion has probably arisen with Schilder's disease # nel)r011i~;le-
litis optica, acute disseminated encephalo-myelitis, hepatolen-
ticular degen.eration, tuberose sclerosis ~ arid other conditiO:::1s. 
The occurrence of disseJ:Linated sclerosis before the age of J... • "en lS. 
-to judge frOlr; the liters.ture. probably even rarer than its facdlial 
incide:nce. 
Brain (5) composed a table the series of a m.1:mber of 
authors. :~nglish. li'rer!.ch and. Crernlan concerning the a(;e lTICldence: 
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l'"ge of' patient 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 Over 60 
?ercerltage of total 12.0 35.5 32.4 13.3 6.1 1.0 
p. 
v vIill be seen that the incidence in t}~e tXlird an.d fourth 
decades is approximately equal, and that 67.9 per ce11t of patients 
are be1:;vIeen 20 and 40 years of age. 
(c) Duration. 'Ihe duration of "I:;h6 disease is notoriously 
variable, and ran.ges from a few months to tVie:nty or thirty years. 
"Wechsler's (62) figures show that only 5 per cent out of 192 patients 
grrJ"e a history of more than five years. 'Ihe extremes of Brain's 
experiEmce are represented by a patient who died vii thin three months 
of his first recognized s;ymptoms and one "t'lho is still able to carry 
on his occupation of serving behind a counter more than 26 Y'ears 
after -the onset of his illness. 
( ,\ '" . ,. Q) lernn.nacaon. The ordinary termine;tion of disseminated 
sclerosis is quite familiar ~~d heeds little description. Increas-
ing paralysis and ataxia cause the patient to beCOy"e bedridden, and 
spastic paraplegia or pseudobulbar palsy leads to urinaT"',{, cutaneous, 
or pulmonary infections as terrdnal complications. Rare, but of 
considerable ituportaace, is the terrllinal occurrence of what appears 
to be an extremely acute exacerbatiorl of the disease. 'fhe termina-
tion of disse:mir:.ated sclerosis by t acute TIry-eli tis 1 has been described 
by SO!r:6 o.f the earls'" $,:utl1.ors. SllCl1 endil'1gs h.ave bee11 descri*bed 1i'li th 
the pathological picture of ~.n acute myelitis characterized by marked 
perivascub.r infil tratiol1 an.d derJ~relinization. 
II. Individual S~llptOES. 
First, it is of' special interest to note the gradlJ"al develop-
TIlel1.t of the i;v6eJc:tleS s, as a. rule in t~le lovier extremities, iTl assoc-
iation with the increase of' the deep reflexes (Sachs end F'riedIl1p.<.!l (53) 
found that ·t~(1e allief cOlnp·laint Vias v;eazness and. s·Gif<f~Gess of 0J.1e or 
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boJeh lower exJcrelrl.i ties in 115 cases in -cheir series of 141 cases.) 
The upper extremities are less frequently involved in the general 
loss of povver, Y~hile a very slight ata.xic tremor often precedes 
by months the development of weakness or paralysis of the upper 
extrsmi ties al1.d the upper extremity reflexes are increased at a 
V'ery early day. It is also noted that in boJch the upper aLtd Imyer 
extremities vreakness or paralysis is associated with a V'ery moder-
ate degree of spasticity; not infrequently there is also in the 
early stages of the disease a verJ slight thO'<.1-gh distinct distur-
bance of sensaJcion. 
The loss of the abdominal reflex is one s~TJ'11ptom of import-
ance that has been added to the s;)-'1Dptomatology of multiple sclerosis 
in the last 30 years, al'though there are some authors vvho are in-
clined to disregard '\:;he value of this reflex. Sachs and Friedm,an 
(53) state, !lIn 8..'1y number of instances the absence of abdominal 
reflexes has helped us to suspect the presence of disseminated 
sclerosis early in the disease, the suspicion of the diagnosis 
having been confirIned by the subsequent course of -the , . II cnsease. 
Except at the beginning of the disease.' all abdominal reflexes 
seem to be equally affected. The authors find no other expla.11.a-
tion for this frequent J.OS8 of cute...l180US reflex except that in 
view of the extensive character of the disease, the reflex path-
ways vrit}-l their cerebral C011J.10ctions, are certain to be hit SOlT:.e-
where by one or l:;.ore of the sclerotic patches. 
So far as speech disturbances are concerned, Hscanning 
speech!! does not tell the w'hole story. In addition to or instead 
of syllabic utterances we may have other forIT'..8 of dysarthria. 
~. 
~ 
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Speech may be purely tremulous or bulbar or cerebellar in charac-
ter. 
For SOlTie time, the pallor of the temporal halves of the 
optic discs (11 of Sachs and Friedman I s cases) has had great 
diagnostic value, alid last but not least the unusual remissions 
of the disease often afford great difficuH;:;r in diagnosis. Every 
nol'{ and tb.en, men of experience begin to doubt the diagnosis be-
cause of the disappearance of Ie.any signs. The gait improves, the 
speech becomes less scanning, the contractu.res are partially relax-
ed, the a"ca,xic trenT:.or of the upper extremities may be far less 
pronounced. There is great subjective improvenent reported by 
the patient. and the general progress is so marked that not in-
frequently hysteria or some functional form of d'isease is suspected. 
Brain (5) composes a table shovling the relatiV'e frequence 
with which individual sympto:;;',.s were :i:'ound in four groups of cases 
i Y! different couD.tries; those of Birley and Dudgeon with a series 
of 35 cases, Sachs and Friedlnan with a series of 141 cases, Mar-
1iental symptOlfls 
Lack of emotional control 
Sca.nning or ataxic speech 
Pallor of optic discs 
Eystagmus 
Diplopia 
VerJcigo 
Intention tremor 
( 0.. Tn "'Ir\· "er .. ,.an" J. 
Percentage of cases in series 
Birley and Sachs and l\'[arquezy Boh'llig 
Dudgeon FrieQ~~~ 
15.6 4.7 
51.4 17.0 
28.6 36.0 21 16.3 
57.6 32.6 54 33.0 
74.3 70.0 70 56.2 
34.3 29.0 34 
51.4 8.25 39 
42.6 55.3 34 41.5 
Signs of cerebellar defect 42.6 50 
Spastic we ruule s s of lovler limbs 45.7 81.7 77 .6 
.iitrocic or .!-' spas vlC ataxic gai·t 51.4 43.2 83 
Absent abdm::linal reflexes 77.1 68 64.1 
Extensor plantar refle:r2(3s 91.4 78.3 99 
Sphincter disturbances 71.4 4:0.0 40 26.0 
Parasthesiae 82.6 30.0 75 13.2 
Objective sensory loss 
Postural s ens i bili ty 65.7 17.0 
Vibration sensibility 60.8 32 
Cutaneous sensibility 31.4 16.3 
----
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Individual s;';lnrptOTils--Special sy-:mptoIi1s:cology. 
(1) Mental symptoms. Until recently the mental symptoma-
to1ogy of disseminated sclerosis has receiv"ed very inadequate 
attention. Humerous isolated cases have oeen reported in which 
psychoses resembling general paralysis or schizophrenia hav-e 
been attributed to disseninated sclerosis, out these pUblications 
were Inade before the da,ys of diagnostic lumbar puncture a.,..'1.d the 
WasserIna:m1 reaction. 
In 1926 ";;Tilson and Cotrell (69) found that the 'v-ast 
majority! of 100 patients with disseminated sclerosis showed 
certej.n well-defined changes in prevailing emotional disposition, 
eIT'-otional expression and cOlJtrol, and sense of physical well-
being. Hhile the majority showed SL.'1. increased sense of mental 
and physical v;ell-being--called by Wilson and Cotrell T euphoria r 
and feutonia scleroticaf--some were depressed and pessimistic. 
Associated "IIvith euphoria a.n.d eutonia there was often a persistent 
optimism as to the prognosis, described as 'spes sclerotica! b;,! 
analogy vlith spes phthisica. They found tha-l:; in-bellectual dis-
orders were minimaJ. and negligible 8.l"'ld attribute the disorders 
of feeling-tone to invasion of th_e palaeotha1amus by periventri-
cu1ar sclerosis. 
feels t};.at Willson and Cotrell o:mi tted ODe m.ental 
SymptOlll of importance, naTnely, the predisposition to hysteria 
which clinical experience has long associated with this disease. 
Hysterical symptoms such as pareses and ataxia, seem to occur 
more often in association Yiith. disseminated sclerosis than vrith 
lLYJ.Y other organic disease or the nervous system. 
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BrOic'T£l and Davis (13) feel that despite the descriptions 
of mental symptons in multiple sclerosis ltJhich are fOLUld in the 
literature, it is difficult to get in this way a comprehensive 
idea of their character. This is because the mental symptoms 
are of several patterns and \l,Ti ters vary in regard to vlhat syr;Tp-
tom they stress. .A cursory vie .. ; of' the subject shows that there 
is not in multiple sclerosis a group of sympto:m.s as consistent 
as the fairly consistent s~1llptoms seen, for exarr~ple, in gel1eral 
paresis. However, counting the euphoria, probably in 90 per 
cent of cases there are mental alterations which warrant 
. 1 ' r1 t .!-1' II .L 1 ,n merunng comlllon y gran"Ge~ ,0 ..... 1e "Germ m.enva_ symp"Goms • These 
authors also describe cases ·,vith euphoria, states of mental de-
pression, mental deteri.oration, hallucinations, and they say that 
a..'l interesting characteristic of "the mental s;'y'TIlptoms is their 
marked tendency toward che~ge and progression. VerJ often the 
paranoid trends and delusional states are of but a fe-Ii. months 
duration. :l'he brevity of their stay :nay be quite u:r:explained. 
Or again they rr.tay disappear as the deteriorating factors advl?.nce. 
Y[i th the subs idenoe of trends, there is a tendenc;y for the euphor-
is. to assume greater intensity fu"ld grandiose elaboratio:n of the 
e~lphoria rr:ay be a very late development. 
Brol'il1 and Davis divide mental symptoms of multiple so16r-
osis into twro groups: first, those which are primary and directly 
the result of the orgs..nic lesions; second, tLose which are inci-
dental ruld secondary. In the first group they place euphoria, 
the mental defect symptOl'ilS '" the occasional hallucin.at;ions of 
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organic origin, and the very rare confused states and the Korsa-
koff clinical pictures. They also include here the occasional 
terminal states with delusions of grandeur. 
In the secondary group of SYlT'.ptoms these authors place 
transi tory delusional states and depressions which appear to 
arise as a result of the handicapped and incapacitated condition 
in which -I:;he pat;ient finds himself. Here may be suicidal attempts, 
delusional trends accompeJ'lied by hallucinations often of only a 
few months' duration. They say, nIt is reasonable to suppose that 
the secondary s:;rmptoms such as depressed states, and the paranoid 
symptoms, depend -to a cons iderable extent upon the mental ma..'l;;:e-up 
of the patient beI'ore the disease developed; but vrith the primal"'Y 
symptom.s of the disease this is not the case. ft 
(2) Convulsions. The occurrence of convulsions as a symp-
tom of disseminated sclerosis has been reported a few times in 
the litera:'cure. Yiilson 8...'l'ld 1-:acBride (68) in 1925 ,;'rere able to 
find eight cases in the Ii tere3:;ure a:r:,d added seven l:LOre from their 
ovm experience. These authors describe Jacksonian attacks, 'which 
Illay or may not be followed by hemiparesis; generalized epileptic 
attacks; one doubtful case of' petit ccal; fu'1d one case of epilepsia 
partialis continua. Epilepsy is admittedly an infrequent symptom 
of this disease, but its occurrence may be misleading unless such 
a cause is borne in mind. 
(3) Ocular symptom.s. (a) Disturbance of the ocular mov-ements. 
Nystagmus is present in some 70 per cent of cases according to 
Brain (5). Paresis of single ocular muscles is not very oo:r:"1non 
and usually treJ1sitory, while diplopia is com:m.oner (SO - 40 per 
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cent of cases). Paresis of conjugate ocular movement is com-
paratively rare. 
According to J<riesner (24), tiThe usual tJ-pe of spontaneous 
nvsta'2:mus (na:.melv, rlwthI£1ic) combined with the fact that it is 
~~. ~ v 
frequently not arnenable to influences aroused by ves'cibulj.3,r stimu-
lation suggest that the orighl a:~' the n;Y"$tagmus is a lesion in 
the vestibula-ocular rr'echanismH , and he states that about 50 per 
cne'!; of cases show nystagmus, 8.1 though 7 of the 10 cases examined 
bJ him showed spontaneous nysta?;r;n).s in all directions, in sorr:.e 
cases several directions being combined. 
Holden (33) believes that the incidence of palsies of the 
ocular muscles are found in but 20 per cent of the cases, are of 
nuclear origin, are frequen-t.:;ly transitory and have no features 
which are characteristic. 
(b) Disturba:nces in the optic nerve. The following dis-
cussion of 'optic nerve cha.:.'1ges 'W't'<.S taken mainly from the work 
of Grirti:er (28). The optic nerve seems to be a site of predHec-
tion for the disease process. Ah:lOS-C all patients develop SOY2e 
ocular mal'lifes-e;ations some time during the course of the disease. 
'cihen the patient, vlith the fully developed syndrome of multiple 
sclerosis, sees the neurologist, 8. history of' preceding -visual 
disturbances is often obtainable. The optic nerve'is attacked 
behind the orbit in the form of retrobulbar neuritis. The dis-
turbance is most cOIm:nonly unilateral although it may appear in 
both eyes. The patients complain of a blurring of vision as if 
a mist were before them, gradually increasing in intensity, but 
rarely producing cor;'ple"c9blindness. SQI0e patients may notice that 
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only a portion of the central vision of one or both eyes is 
defective. 
Early in the process, exa'.:linatiol1 of the discs may re-
veal no change from normal even though the process is ac:tive. 
The pupil is'dila'ted and reacts poorly to light, but the pro-
cess is usually invisible ophthalmoscopically because it lies 
behind the disc head. Occasionally h~~eremia or, it is said, 
even swelling of the disc head may be observed. The neuritis 
and visual defect may disappear completely a.."'ld leave no sequela 
except a reduction in visual acuity. Or. a more severe lesion 
ca1lses an atrophy of some of the optic fibers. The most sus-
ceptible fibers are those of the macuiopapillar bundle; hence 
atrophic changes are visible on the temporal side of the discs 
as the so-called temporal pallor. Care should be observed that 
the normal temporal paleness of the disc, or a physiological 
cupping should not be interpreted as pathological. The disc is 
rarely compleJeely atrophic so that complete blindness is not to 
be expected. 
Since the l:';aculopapillar b1..mdle supplies central vision, 
the effect of acute retrobulbar neuritis, aside from decrease in 
visual acui'V.f, will be central and paracentral scotomata. Patients 
suspected of having I',mltiple sclerosis should haV'0 their central 
fields plotted, since the scotomata Ca:oxlOt be discer:oed by gross 
tests a..l1d these defects are so characteristic of the disease. 
Grici:er feels that double vision attacks are very cor::mon, 
although they are rarely seen by the physician, for even when the 
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patient has diplopia, it is not a marked type and can be demon-
strated only by the candle test .. younG individual, 
transient attacks of double vision are extremely suggestive of 
multiple sclerosis.!! 
(4) Auditory and vestibular disturba.."'1ces. .Auditory dis-
turbances are apparenJcly rare in disseminated sclerosis, but 
trarJsi tory deafness has been described by SODe "\'lri ters. Vestibu-
lar disturbances have received some attentions, especially fr01rt 
~i'rench authors, but it is by no means certain that all symptoms 
which ha:ve been attributed to lesions of the vestibular tracts 
haye really been so produced according to Brain (5). Vertigo 
:may justly be regarded as frequently vestibular in origin, and 
its frequency, especially in the early stages of the disease, 
has already been noted. In the majority of cases the responses 
to caloric, rotatory, 8.l"l.d galvanic tests of vestibular exci ta-
bility are normal, but both hyper-and hypo-excitability have been 
observed in a sIT~all proportion of cases. Brain VITi tes, !TThe 
'vestibu18.r' and 'vestibulo-pyra:rddal f forms of the disease are 
rare, and we cannot follow the authors in giving to labyrinthine 
disorders the preponderatiwc; place hitherto attributed to the 
cerebellar disturbances in disse:rainated sclerosis.!i 
(5) Sensor'.{ disturbances. The variety and frequency of 
sensor.r disturbances in disseminated sclerosis has. been recognized 
only comparatively recently. 
Parest,nesiae: The frequent occurrence of paresthesiae, 
especially as early sJilTlptoms, has already beer: noted. Birley and 
Dudgeon (3) found them in 82.6 per cent of cases, Earq1..lezy in 75 
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per cent of cases, 'l{hUe Sachs and Frie<1';lan (53) aJl.d Bohmig gave 
1 f " , .... -"' B " (hi, '" 1" ' '1 ower .~gures, auv, accordJ.ng"Go raUL OJ "Glle illg1ler are prooao y 
correct. There are a mlmber of variet:Les of paresthesiae. r(unb-
ness or formic8:bion may invol VB one-half of the body, one limb or 
a part of a limb, or occupy a segmental distribution, e.g. ,preaxial 
or postaxial in the upper limb. 'fhey are transient and constantly 
changing. A few cases h0.7e Deen reported in 'which sensations re-
ser:;bling electric shocks radi~,-ted through the body when the patient 
flexed the cenrical spine. Pruritis has also been observed. 
Spontaneous pains, though compa}~atiyely l..llCOrnmon, 
are important, since if their significarice is :nisunderstood they 
may be mislead.ing. 
lunbs, e.g. sciatic pain, pain in the shoulders, or tru:nk, girdle 
pains, etc. The pains are said to be 'boring! or 'neuralgic' but 
not lacinaJcing. Vertebral tenderness may be present. Headache 
DEty occur. 'f'rigeminal pain, silEuJ.ating the tic douloureux, may 
afflict the Meredith and lIorrax (41) report tlfiO Cases 
of trigeminal neuralgia in patierJ.ts h.avin?; multiple sclerosis and 
find tw-enty-five Llore in the literature of the last 17 years. They 
S8.y, lIHo eX"pla.l1.8.tion of the facial pail) is knmrvTl, but they respond 
to ordinary treatment of tb is condition vrhich refutes th.e th.eory 
of its cause being due to plaques in t.he p011S, medulla, or descend-
Harri.s (from Brain (5)) has observed Lv.renty-three cases in 
which trige:rni:nal neuralgiD., often bilateral, ,vas associated with 
of tlJese were 
Cases of disseminated sclerosis. end states that the neure~gia is 
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un",-ssociated with objective sensory loss and resDonds to alcoholic 
injection in the saIne way as tic douloureux. 
Objective sensory loss: Objective sensory loss has been 
found q1.J.i te frequeritly in most of the series, Birley and :Dudgeon 
placing it as frequent €l.s 65 per cent of cases, (irnpairmed.; of 
postural sensibility 65.7 per cerd:;$ vibration 60.8 and cutaneous 
31.4). This Sjlitptm:c complex is attributable to the development 
of a lesion in the lateral portion of OLe posterior colurrUl in the 
upper cervical cord, with resulting gross loss of postural sensi-
bility al"ld tactile discriIEination i:o the ipsilateral upper limb 
which exhibits astereognosis and sensory ataxia. Brain (5) has 
observed a case in vlhich there was loss of all fon:.s of sensi-
bility below a well-defined zone of hyperalgesia in the upper 
dorsal region, associated with progressive pe.raplegia of nine 
months t duration. In this case e:qiloratory le.rdnectorr,:y was Fer-
forD.ed. 'The diagnosis of disscr;,inaJeed sclerosis was established 
at autops~l. 
(6) Euscular wasting. Localized nuscular wasting due to 
involvement of the 8.:'1.terior horns of the spinal grey "latter in 
a plaque is one of the rarest symptoItts of disseminated sclerosis. 
It is said to be sOIn.eti''T'.es sufficiently widespread to si:mulate 
amyotrophic lateral scleras is. Localized vv-asting :may involve 
one half of tho tongue, the small muscles of the hands, one upper 
limb, the shoulder girdle, quadriceps, or peronei (frma. Brain (5). 
(7) The cerebrospinal fluid. EXffininatior of the cerebro-
spil1.al fIt-lid foms an. i:rnport2..JJ,t part of the investigation of a case 
of disseminated sclerosis,. since in approximately half of the fluids 
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there are pathological chml.ges which cannot be overlooked .. l;:fu"'J.Y 
papers on the subject have been published and there appears to 
be general agreement as to the D..a.ture and frequency of the abnormal-
ities found. I3rain I ' ,5) sUIflrr:arizes the reports of a nm;ber of ob-
servers as follows: The pressure is sornetimes sli.shtly raised. The 
naked-eye appearances are norr::al. In at least half of the cuses 
the cell count is normal. Eore than 10 cells per c.mm .• were found 
in from 10 to 20 per C6Et of counts. 'l'he cells are mononuclear in 
t;y-pe. The total protein is uS1).ally just below the upper lin:.i t of 
nona.l, 40 ng. per 100 c.c. It is somewhat above Donnal in 15 to 
20 per cent of cases, but never var;! high. The }\:orme-Apel t and 
Pa.ndy tests for globulin occasionally yield a positive response, 
the former in about one-third of cases. The Wassenaarm Reaction 
in negative. 
AyeI' and I'osi:;er (2) carried 01).t {;he colloidal gold test 
on 42 specihlens obtained frorT 33 patients, with the follov.-:i.ng 
results: 
So-called 'paretic' type 21 fluids in lr. 0 patients. 
So-called I luetic' ty-pe 7 fluids in 7 •• .L pexlen .... s • 
Other positive ...... reac ,_lOD.S 3 fluids in 3 patients. 
E-egat ive ree.ctions. 11 fluids in 10 :t?a.JGie:n.t~s • 
These vrriters believe that the 'paretic' type of gold 
curve often indicates a progressive phase of the disease and that 
a negative result is E'ore often obtained from statioYu:u:'y cases. 
Adrons, Dunlop, and Scott( 1) have observed a dil1l.inution in the 
colloidal gold curye in response to treatment with salvarsan. 
The sugar and chlorides of the fluids show no cliaracteris-
tic changes. 
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( 8 ' 'wl ' , ) '-' 00(1 c.nanges. Hansen s.nd l:lUnch-Petersen (31) vv-orking; 
on the hypothesis of 8..Yi essential difference in the genesis of 
disseminated sclerosis and disseminated encephala-myelitis, ex-
aIllined the blood with special view to the Arneth blood picture 
in a number of cases 'which are classified clinically prior to 
the blood examination. They found that the cases designated as 
encephalo-myeli tis show e. distinct tendency to shift to the left 
in the Ji.rneth blood picture, whereas the rather typical cases of 
disserdna"ced. sclerosis in their material uIl:nistakeably sho'w blood 
pictures w:i:cich come much nearer the Dor:mal conditions. There work 
was controlled end. suggests that the results are not influenced by 
accidental conditions. 
III. Symptom groups. 
The predoninant involveri1.ent of different regions of th.e 
nervous system leads in the early stages of the disease to widely 
differing clinical pictures. These need be only briefly described 
here e..s their symptorr:s have in :T.ost cases been considered earlier 
in this review. The follow'ing classification and figv.res vrere 
taken fro71~ Brain (5). 
(1) The classical form. The classical triad of S;';l1TIptom.s 
described by Charcot--nystagmus, intention trer2or, $.nd scarming 
speech--occurs in about 10 to 12 per cent of cases only. 
(2) The generalized form. This is the ! COJJJlDOn form! which 
constitutes 37 per cent of cases. Pallor o~' the optic disks, rlY-
stagmus, slight intention tren,or, ataxia, spasticH;y. and wecJclless 
of the lower limbs indicate the vJide dissemination of the lesions. 
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This fOITl is especially cornmon fu"IlOng younger patier:ts. an,d as a 
rule is fairly rapidly progressive. 
(3) Onset with ocular syrnptorrs. .Ln tb,is important group 
ocular symptmLs, especieJ.ly retrobulbar neuritis, Eay be the only 
manifestation of the disease for many years" 
(4) Onset vlith hemiplegia. Hemiplegia appears in only 
about 2 per cent of ca:;;es, and recovery is often rapid and strik-
ingly complete. 
(5) Spinal forms. (a) Progressive spastic paraplegia. 
Paraplegia is the predomiIlant syrnptoll' in nearly 25 to 50 per cent 
of cases. Some cases of Erb! s spastic paraplegia are due to this 
disease. This form is common in older patients. Sensory loss is 
a variable concomitant. 
(b) Br01vn-Sequard lesions: Lesions which predominantly 
involye one-half of the cord are most con:D:on in the cervical cord. 
The posterior cohmm may suffer severely. 
( \ ,', 1 C) uacra form. Incontinence of urine and feces, impotence, 
and an,esthesia in the region of the sacral C1)ta:neous supply have 
all been noted. These SJrrr'p"Gor~s are attributable to a plaque in the 
conus rrredullaris. 
(6) Cerebellar, (7) vestib111ar. (8) pontine, and (9) bulbar 
forms are sufficiently described by their titles. 
(10) Acute fornls. The rare occurrence of acute fonns 
seer~s to be established. Their duration is frequently about 3 or 
4 months. 'fhe onset is exceptionally rapid. Eeadacl:,e and -..romi ting 
may occur fu'1.d optic neuritis IT:ay develop. Cranial nerve pals ies 
are conl1!loner than in ,ore slowly progressive fonns. 
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Treatment 
After beginning a review of the Iaethods of treatment in 
disseminated sclerosis J one is i:m:mediately impressed ,,"Ii th the 
large variety of remedies used with varying degrees of optirnism 
as to their efficacy. Since ~ as has already been seen, the 
etioloR:V of the disease is not established" it is understandable ~~ , 
that theories of treatment would arise to correspond to the many 
theories of the caus ati ve agent. Again, one is confronted w"i th 
the remissive character of this disease '''!b.ch r;;e..kes it difficult 
to evaluate the effect of treat·ment. As Brain (5) states, HIt 
is notoriously difficu1t to assess the value of therapeutic neas-
ures in disse'minated sc1erosis, and TLost 8.dvocates of sone parti-
cular line of treatraent qualify their optimis:m by alluding to the 
natural tende:ncy of the disease to spontaneous remissions. That 
such a Qualification is necessarv seems to indicate that no mode ~ u 
of treatment is successful enOUGh to achieve, at the nost, a 
greater improvement than rrdGht have occurred spontaneously. If 
'~Jetherell (66) also gives us some idea of the vagueness of the 
situation when he states, Il'l'he therapeusis of multiple sclerosis 
has been a baffling problem since the time of recognition of the 
disease as a cli:oical entity, 8...ud the Irilll tiplici ty of agents em.-
ployed in attenpts of relief of the condition signify their lack 
of specif5.city.!1 
Concerning general measures • it is most important that 
rest and avoidar'ce of fatigue be stressed, but permanent confine-
ment to bed should be def..erred as long as possible. 'l'he suscepti-
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bility of the patient ·1:;0 hysterical embroidery of his symptorr,s 
demf'..J1ds psychological insight on the part of' the attending physi-
cian. whose encouragement a.nd optimism are often of' greater value 
than a:ny more specific t;:;rpe of' thera:py. 
As a specific treatment for the supporters of' the theory 
of a spirochete and for treatment on general principles, arsphen-
mdns and other drugs used in the treah,ent of knol'm spirochetal 
diseases have been used. Ad8.<"":;lS, Blacklock, Dunlop a:nd Scott (1) 
published the results of their treatment with mercury", potassitLTD. 
iodide and l~ovarsenobilloy]. '1'he patient received a prelinircary 
courSe of 10 days' mercurial inunctions combined with the oral 
administration of potassium iodide. 0.3 gra.ms novarsenobillon 
is then given intravenously. a.:nd if no reaction is noted the dos-
age is increased to 0.45 gre.l'.ls. Three initial courses of four 
injections each are ven, the administration of Tllercl::'ry and iodide 
being carried on at the same tir..e. The patient is then given 
a.rsenic by mouth for several months, after which a second series 
of salvarsax:. injections is adrdr:istered. Interrnittent treatment 
on these lines is continued. over a minimum period of tuo years. 
This type of treatment v.i. tn drugs of the sal varsan class 
has given very :promising re81).1ts ill the hands of these men, iifhich 
exceed those obtained by sirrilar treatment in cases of neurosyphilis 
sym.ptomatically similar. They emphasize the fact that in a disease 
vihich normally runs a pro[~resshre Govrrnr,ard course, any remedy "\llhich 
tends to arrest this progress at the stage at which the disease is 
first encountered is extremely valuable and should not be withheld, 
because it cannot conferupon a t;isSUG ref;enerative power liyhich it 
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does not posses. llIt is, therefore, a lo:z.;ical conclusion that 
no remedy ca:n ever be e:q::ected to I cure' advanced cases of this 
disease when the v:hole nervous system is riddled vii th ple.ques of 
sclerosis. The supreme object of treatment must be tov.-ards eradi-
cation of the infective agent in the earliest stages of the disease.!! 
Sodiu.:m. cacodylate has been used and silver-salvarsan is said 
to yield better results than Lovarsenobillo:n and is advocated by 
a number of foreign "Ifrd.ters. The intravenous injection of colloidal 
. \ 
silver is recor;crnended by Ohnsorge and Fischer (46) who er"ployed 
electro-collargol in doses of 2 cc. of 0.06 per cent suspension, 
ir.creasing to 5 cc. Injections are given two or three times week-
ly until 40 to 50 cc. have been given. Inunctions of sHver in 
the form of Credels oi:c.tment have also been used by Fischer. 
In addition to the above drugs and methods several men 
have used arlt:1.mony in variOtlS forms intramuscularly a:.~d intra-
venously, sodium salicylate,. intraxcusculB.r injections of urotropin, 
mercury, mercury inunctions cOYf'bined wi t11 iodides by mouth, and 
many others. 
De Kicola (44) has tried the use of arsphenardne and states 
that early there seems to be a slight improvement, as demonstrated 
in about; 30 per cent of his cas~s, but he has always felt that it 
was during the remission of the disease, as later the syrnptoms be-
came aggravated and the end result showed no definite improvement. 
He believes that strych:c.ine pushed to its physiological li:rd ts is 
as satisfactor"J as any treatment, and he also believes that potassium 
iodide by ma..'llc.oth doses also seemed to be of benefit. He cites one 
.- case in which the disease had l)een in progress for two years when 
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he gave the iodide. I t has been apparently arrested for the 
last four years and the patient has been able to attend his oc-
C11pation daily. 
Purves-Stewart (48) atte)~lpted to use a specific vaccine 
made frOTn cul t1J.res which were allegedly grown by ;iiss Chevassut 
(18). He claimed that this treatment lead to clinical arrest of 
the disease, irr:provement in the colloidal gold curve, and globu-
lin reaction of 'the cerebrospinal fluid, and disappearances of 
the orgallism from the :':'luid. However, at the sarce time that the 
younger Dr. Steilrart discarded the v.rork"of Jd.ss Chevassut; a report 
was :made on the results of treatment with the vaccine showing 
definitely poor results. Dr. Walshe (see Stewart (59)) 'wrote, 
"Your re81).1 ts alTlOunt roughly to this, thEtt 25 per cent of cases 
l ' . , (t . . l' 20 .L. " d 75 t s 10Y,eCl some J.mprovet.len-c \ -rJ.V1a 1.11 per ceniJ) an per cen-
showed no improvement or definj.tely retrogressed. I rnav s av vd. th 
. <Ii t.i 
confidence these results are rf1.arkedly worse than hospital records 
vlOuld show for the treatment on other lines of disseminated scler-
osis, and also are not so good as a similar num.ber of wholly Ul1-
treated cases would probably show. I can only conclrde from your 
figures that the treatment you have been imrestiga:ting must aggra-
vate the malady, and that the patients so treated are vmrse off 
tha:n if they had been left alone. t1 
A short discussion of Brickner1s (6-12) theory of an ab-
nO:Fmal lipase demonstrable in disserdnated sclerosis was given 
under etiology. It was also mentioned there that he started 
treating these cases vrith quinine since it was known to be an i11-
activator of certain blood lipases. I!J. 1930 he first &tdministered 
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this drug to eig;ht badly crippled patients. In hvu of them 
there was no result. Five entered fairly complete rer"issions 
within fro17i ten to fourteen days, and one was somevihat improved. 
-1-1:1 19 ~l B·, .... .;cl":"'e~,. (8 ';' p"bl,' s]'led "'n .... r·I:·,l· c:. e .. " L ' • ~_ ';j~ ... J,. "'-... • _ v. _ "'"' 0. _ _ ,':';1. vlng 'Cne IJectilllque 
of administering; auinine hydrochloride oral1~f, and in July of 
1932 he lI'Irote his experiences with the use of the drug in the 
treatment of 16 cases of multiple sclerosis over a period of one 
year. In this article he studied the effects of the trlerapy 
syrnptom by S:;l1JIptorit and concluded that forty s;~rmpto:r'-,s. most of 
them of short duration, had shovm marked improvement. '1.'hirty-
three sym,ptons had not ir:lproved. !wst of which were old. Three 
of the unin:proved sj"1llptoms had reGressed. 
( \ Then in November of 1932, Brickner \11) gave another re-
port of treatTr~ent vdth quinine over a period of byo and one-half 
years with n,ore than forty patients. Accordil1f~ to his chart 
there are 108 symptorl'S improved; 61 unimproved; and 4-8 regres-
sions. ltgain he stresses the fact that the greatest ntunber of 
improvements are seen in the s;ymptons of short duration (up to 
three years), 'while those of longer duration show a greater nun-
ber w:i.i:h no improvement. In the discussion of Dr. A. Eiley at 
the end of the article he says, liThe res))l ts of treatment ..,vi th 
quinine must be applied in a large nluuber of cases with an adequate 
group of control patients and over a cons iderable period of time 
before any definite judgment C8'".'. be reached in ref-;ard to its ef-
ficacy. Insofar as my ovm I)ersonal experience is concerned yv-ith 
the use of quinine on ny service at the Neurological lI:istitute 
and in private practice, I -can sta"ce that remissions have occurred 
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more frequently after tne instit'Lri:;ion of quinine there.}?y 8....11d 
im.provement has been better sustained and 'D_ore satisfactory 
Bricbler t s (12) last article of 1935 O'ives c.-:;:> his results 
after the use of quinine hydrochloride over a 5-year period. 
'l'here ,'rere 49 patients in this series wi tll a total of 308 s;;rmp-
tomB.. The majority (about 73 per cent) of the s;y-rnpt0I2s of two 
years l duration or less have improved. There was improvement 
in al;Otlt 44 "oer cent of the S~/111ptoms of lOTIr;er ste..11.dirlg. 35 
sy-.rrptoms have regressed during treatment. Only 17 l,-evr SymptOJilS 
have appeared H.l the whole group. and of these only 9 were per-
manent. In his conclusions he 'Ivrites, 111'he statement seems jus-
tified that quinine is really beneficial in the treaJw_ent of 
multiple scleros is. \;;!hen improvement ciumot be obtained , it is 
worth while to tr;y to arrest "ehe process. The best respODB8S 
have occurred in patients the total length of whose illness has 
been short, in patients who are in their initial attack, in those 
in whom the progress of the disease has not been rapid ,m1.d in 
those whose S:Y111ptoms are rlOt far adv8"nced when treatrrlent is begun. tl 
In 1934 \ieinberg (65) also used quinine h;ydrooh1oride in 
conjunction ¥ri th intra.-spinal injections of' lecithin and -bhe ad-
ministrat;ion of cod 1brer oil on a series of t-I'relve cases of nul-
tiple sclerosis. In tell of these carefully studied befo~'e and 
after treatTnent, niJ:'18 s~lovred greater or lesser inprover;~ent Pilld 
among these -were several severe cases. The theoretical g;rounds 
for the success of the treatment from the author I s stl:t~Y)dpoint 
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are that the lecithbl nel.1tralizes the lipolytic substance present 
in. the spinal fluid. 1-1e believes the results are sufficiently 
in 1928 Kubie (36) used !forced drainage' of the c6rebro-
spi:nal fluid in a vdde variety of infeccciorcs of nervous sys-
tem in ma::.'1, arI.d found that the different types of cells are not 
homogeneously distributed throuGhout all fractions 0:::' the cerebro-
spir.al fluid; in a significru'1t number of cases the last fractions 
·ch:.d:; appear on hll1lbar puncture contain a much higher percentage 
of lympho~ytes tnan. the fluid which drains out first. He also 
showed that the administration of hypotonic fluids orally, sub-
cutaneously or intravenously during 11)]";1bar puncture causes an 
abundrult additional flow of cerebrospinal fluid without subjective 
distress, respiratory difficulties or evidence of diffuse swelling; 
of' the brain tissues. He co:o.cJudes that it is both safe and ra-
tional to eOHbine a l~'laxir!lal fercL'l!; of fluids Vii tll the principle 
of continuous or freqtHmt draina{:,;e of the cerebrospinal fluid in 
the treatment of patients vrith infectious diseases of the 0$11"cra1 
nervous syster~l. 
Freemont-Smith. Putnan! and Ccbb (23) also used spinal 
drainage Tri th forced fluids. They attempted dilution of the 
cerebrospinal fluid by TIlsl:ing the blood hypotonic and by sp~nal 
draiYlaE!:e. H:y-poton.ieity was obtained by ingestion of large quan-
tities of water (500-1000 ce. per hour) after the subcutaneous 
administration of posterior lobe pituitary extract (0.5 cc. VaSo-
pressin or 1.0 ce. of solutiol1. 0:':' pituitary) which :::'revents diur-
esis for three to six hours. These authors used this procedure 
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in eleven cases oL' Inul tiple sclerosis. In all instances both 
the blood and spinal fluid were rendered hypotonic. the neces-
sary requisite to the theoretical sot;ndness of their method. 
They do not preserri.; this as a satisfactory nethod of treatment 
of the disease, but offer it as grm .. mds for further study by those 
accustomed to the "lethod and emrisa[~e some of its dangers, and 
state lLii6 know of nothing which is ]T'.ore effective in this disease tl • 
They also go on to say, II th.e ,vor}{ virlich -vYe 11:9 .. ve beer:.. doi:ng ,in 
the past: ·tl1ree ~Tears, Vle -Ilav'e been able to shovv t1rat in t~he th.era-
peutic fever of typhoid vaccine and of malaria there is a situation 
closely arlalogous to -'chat vrhich we get v,hen we give a solution of 
pituitary. Tbat is, l."later which is drunk is not put out, and we 
are ablel:;o show that it is not just a question of sweating to 
compensate for it, but that there is fu"'1 actual and marked reten-
tion of water in the body. The urine output is alrilost nil. in 
spUe of the large intake of water. The diuresis is dela-Jed 
several hours, and a prolnpt aod rnarked dilution of the blood 00-
curs v!hich is followed by a dilution of Jelle cerebrospinal fluid. 
This mechaniSTIc occurs in various acute il'J.i'ections. II 
A line of treatment has been established in keeping with 
the theory of' etiology of Putnam (49,50,51), i.e. SOln.e tJrpe of 
vasc1..1lar disturbance. [{ethersll (66) used a cer,ricodorsa1 sympa-
thectomy in 1934 which consisted of removing the inferior cervical 
and the first thoracic ganglion by the posterior approach. '.rhe 
transverse processes of' the first thoracic vertebra a:nd about one 
inch of the first; rib were removed. The gang;lia are picked up, 
a..'1.d the cords above and below are sectioned, a3 are all the 1'a'TI.i, 
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and the structures thus sectioned were removed. He proposes 
this operation as a measure at relief in cases of multiple 8c1er-
osis and atter:lpts to rationalize the procedul'e on a basis of bet-
terlJlent of cerebral circulation., v{h.ich !nay relieve irritaJeiorl a.nd 
allovi a more normal blood supply and '11ore normal conduction of 
nerve inpulses. In this papel' he reports one case of' eight years' 
duration with marked S;Y'1l1ptoms 8..>-'1d disability (bedridden for several 
months). A righ:t sided cer-vieodorsal sy'1llpathectoJC\")T was done with 
marked irnprovement in speech and eyesight, at"Jd museulex pOYler in-
creased. l\venty-one days later the left side Was operated and the 
patient was disTI;.issed sixteen days latel' in a lUuch improved condi-
tion--better eyesight, no constipation, abilit;y to feed himself, 
able to write legibally, walk several hund.red feet with little 
help, etc., none of which he had been able to do for years. 
Later, in 1935, 'iYetherell (67) published 8..>-"'1 article pre-
senting six cases in which there Was improvement in various s;)rmp-
ton.8 that had been present before operation. iie states, Hl'he 
effect of spinal Gralnag;e 8..>-"ld of fever therapy. ;vhether it is 
effected by vacciD.e or by SODe other neans, is evanescerd:; in na-
ture. With cervicodorsal sympathectomy one causes vasodilatation 
which is permanent. l'here I shall leave the gauntlet. II 
Royle ( 52) of Australia also used cervicodorsal sV1ll'pathec-
" ~ 
to:tll'J in 1933 on four patients suffering from adv8..>-lced disseminated 
sclerosis. He says that the results of treatmeJ1.t by altel'ing the 
cerebral circulation are striking, })rogressive and lasting. lilt 
is nearly 18 months since the first patient was subjected to opera-
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tiOIh It is -Nell kn011i11. that disseElinated sclerosis is charac-
terized by relI,issions, ;)ut is hardly likely that remissions 
should imm,:,diately follow operation in four consecutive cases 
vii thout haviW; some relationship to trle neasures adopted. II He 
. 
also says that; the earlier the patient is subjected to operation 
the greater the hope of cOTIJ})lete relief. 
Eention should be :made of' liver therapy 2J.thoui;h little 
has been done along .L0! • ur;.lS line treat-1l' .. ent • Goodall and Slater 
(25), in 1931, recorded five consecu.tive Cases of diss,eminated 
slcerosis of varying duration and severety, treated 1I'[i th vfhole 
liver, and in which the authors claim remarkable improvement/ 
h'w of these patients, previously to-~ally unfit have returned 
to vmrk; one me .. n unable to stand is able tow-alk now'; and one 
.- young wortan ·who had given up gaInes for 'b,vo years can nOViT play 
hockey. They su,gges"i:; from their therapeutic results that this 
disease may form an addition to the list of deficiency diseases. 
Althouch it is not determined whether multiple sclerosis 
lS to be aonsidered as a systemic infection with focal lesions 
in the nervous system, fever therapy has received the greatest 
attention, acid it is being investigated more widely than any 
other proposed fonG of treatment. The history and advaJ.1.cement 
or this type of treatment is yery interesting, but space does not 
permit of a review here. Induction of fever by giving the patient 
rr..alaria has been quite extensively tried, but discarded now for 
lLOre eff'ecti ve rr,ethods. (Brain (5) reviews the work of Dreyfus 
arta Hanou who claimed in;provement in eleven out of' "cYfelve cases, 
and Grosz 7iho clail11ed :i .. mprovement in tvvent::r-nine out of' forty-
"b"o cases.) 
Later Grosz (29) has obtained beneftt from the subcutaJJ-
eOU8 injections of vaccines vrhich produced no general reacJcion. 
E.e treated twenty-six cases vnth polj""',Talent sta]Jh~rlococcal vac,,", 
cines and t1'wnty cases with typhoid vaccine. 2;;ighteen of the 
latter also had neo-arsphen81nine. He conchJ.ded here that typhoid 
vaccine with neo-arsphenamine gives the best r6su.1 ts, there being 
marked improvement in 30 per cerlt of cases. He cOIisiders this 
better than lTialarial treatrnent. 
~'he idea of typhoid vaccine in the treatment of disserdn-
ated sclerosis was originated in Vienna, where it waS thought 
the disease was the result of' some intestinal infection. Vac-
cines of various intestinal bacilli were tried fu'1d the 2Yiost 
• .!.. - 1 n d' b L ' ., ~ , B' d . r; ., 1 I 30 ) SUJ, IJab e was Ioun· -co e "J"pllOJ.Q. l\,ac rl e a.nd varmJ.Cflae \ ,I 
in 1924, used eight to twelve injections intrav-enol).sly at .. lll""Ger-
vals of one, tl!cro, or three days. usually obtained a rise 
III ·tempera:cure to 1000 F. vd-t;hin a i'eYl hours whieh returned to 
normal vlithin t-vvel ve hours. They also used in conjun.ction 
with silver salvarsan which they believed brought about 'fairly 
good remissions'. They "'Tote I II lIE a result of our observations 
vIe are of tIle oplnlOl'l that this l;}.etr.!.od of treat:r.ent offers TI~ore 
satisfactory results than any other recognized rnethod. l'he usual 
rnassage, passive movements# and reTaedial exercises are combined 
Wit1-1 this for:;n of treatment. n 
In the same veal", (1924;1 ,.; ~ Schackerl (54) reported an ex-
tensive stud;:," in the_trea'cJTlent of multiple sclerosis by the COJD.-
bined use of calcim:l, neo-arsphe:oEL"1lin, ~md typhoid vaccine injec-
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tions. He used calcium chloride because of' its zu'lti-spasmodic 
effect in hypartonic muscular conditions. Although he used the 
typhoid vaccine for the developme:nt of a febrile reaction he did 
:not believe high f$3ver reactions were essential, but that sub-
febrile or low fever reactions were preferable. He concluded 
that prompt remission can be produced the therapy in suitable 
oases wi t11. at times astonishing results. He finds that the cran-
ia1 nerve palsies and cerebellar sympt;oms gu5<ckly disappear, but 
the spastic findings are more difficult to improve. He believes 
that duration of illness 8,;nd age influence the results of the 
treatment unfavorably and that young cerebellar cases appeared 
to be of -ehe 1710re favorable prognos-l:;ic type, (taken fran Young 
and Bennett (70»). 
In 1929 Young and Bennett (70) published their method 
and result of treatment with ty-phoid -vaccine. They began treat-
ment vii th the use of subcut.a!l.eous injection of typhoid vaccine 
(typhobacterin) for i7·ilfO doses, gi-ving 250 and 500 million bacteria 
in the first and. second doses respectively, tvw days apart. On 
the fourth day twenty-five million bacteria are gi">!6n intraveIi-
ously and on each succeeding fourth day intravenou.s injections 
are given of sufficient strength to raise the teIl1perature to 
101 0 or 102e' F. ~'rOlll eight to sixteen injections are gi-ven ac-
cording to the condition of the patient. They de:t'er drug treat-
ment until some time after the cessation of the protein shocks. 
In addition they kept their patients in bed during the treatment 
and rerno-ved what foci of infection v.ere present. They say, IIThis 
latter step does not interfere with the vaccine therapy and may 
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be of benefit to the general health 0:' the patient." 
In reporting the results of treatment, these authors 
divided the Cases into three groups, remission, partial remis-
sion and no irr.provement. By rer,lission they ll:.eant marked im-
provement with resumption of work or of social activity_ There 
may be residual orgardc signs s·uch as increased spasticity or a 
slight paresthesia, but the patient subjecti-vely feels well· and 
strong. Under partial remission is included a gain in subjecti-ve 
sellse of well-being with a definite al'ld persistent irnprovement 
in the objecti-lre signs such as TI_;:lstag:r;ms, ata,--;:ia or paralysis. 
No improvement :means no change or progressive increase of' the 
SY-illptOFlS. Of the four acute cases in their series of tyventy, 
one showed a cOEplete remission, one sho-w-ed no improvement, and 
two partial remission. Of the eig;ht remitting cases, five showed 
prompt remission and three partial remission. Of the eiGht chron-
ic progresshre cases. seven showed no inprovement a..'1d one rerdssion. 
Schroeder (56) in 1929 reports the use of S·u1fosin. (sul-
phurated oil) in disseminated sclerosis. In the human organism 
the administration of sulphur in this form sets up a febrile con-
dition of short duration. He felt that this treatment ;,;ras prefer-
able to infection treatment because it offered the sanIe therapeutic 
effect vii thout the dangers ard drawbacks of infection treatment. 
His use of su.li'osin in three unques-cioned cases of disseminated 
sclerosis sho-rmd no recognizable thera:1?ev.tic effect, but he quo-l:;es 
Gerog Stiefler who had treated -b.vel ve cases ,vi th sulfosin "I'd th 
encouraging results. 1I1 ••• lt has served me vlell in several cases 
which did xwt respond enou€~h to tYl?hoid vaccine. Sulfosin is 
also preferable Jeo treatment with typhoid vaccine when the patient 
is markedly debilitated or suffers front circulatory disturbances. t II 
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As we have already seen De Nicola (44) was unsuccessful 
v.rit;~ specific treatment with arsenicals, etc. He writes further 
tha'c he has hac no results with malaria or with typhoid vaccine. 
He also atten:~pted the use of forced drainage.. He writes, liFo reed 
drainage of' the spinal fluid has been found of value in the relief 
of sJillptons as amblyopia, Babinski and clonus. I have tried this 
on two or three cases, but the reaction was so great that severe 
headache, nausea, voniting, loss of' weight, a.nd even symptoms of 
collapse f'olloYied, that I imrilediately discontinued it.!l He also 
tried specific protein therapy e .... "'1d liver therapy with no results. 
He does find, however, that the use of sodhm amy tal. hyoscin 
hydrobromide, veronal, and luminal are of value in cases with 
tremor.. Hydrotherapy a..'ld ]Y'8.ssage of the affected limbs with heat. 
offer som_a relief fron: senso!"! distvrbances. llAnO. finally, good 
nutrition and elimineJ;ion are :iTrg)erative. Hemoval of questionable 
foci of infection, S1.1ch as teeth, tonsils. etc., is always ad-
Hewer meth_ods of inducing hyperpyrexia are being used 
which include the use of ultra-violet rays, deep J[-ray therapy, 
diathermy, radiothermy, e.:nd lastly air Dondi tibned chambers. In 
1934 l~evmann and Osborne (43) published their results of tvrentv-
~ # _ V 
five cases of rn.1ltiple sclerosis which had been treated by hyper-
pyrexia produced by diathermy, re.diotherTIr.;! aml the electric bl<>n}::et. 
jU'ter diagnosis VIas ,!lade and esta.-blished by the Staff of the l~euro-
logical Department of Cook Count;;r Eospi tal, the patient was ,g;i yen 
a series of artif'ical fever treatments varying fro11'. six to fifty-
one in nUJI~ber, accordir".g to the requirements of eacr, individual 
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case .. The diathermic tecb.nique , . l!fa.S 1..1S eo. 11'1 95 per cent of the 
cases. They vrd.te, lIAt present radiothermy is e.n expensive and 
ctli'110ersor:e Tf'ethod wbich is inferior to diatherr:w for produciY1g 
temperatures. The electric blar.:ket is gel"lerally too exhausting 
for pa.tients suffering from multiple sclerosis, because a thera-
pentically active foyer cannot be produced fast enough. -ii·e be-
lieve that a teE'perature curve with a quick rise to 103.5° It'., 
ano. a high plateau ranging betv,reen 105 0 aX1d 105.5° F., is the 
optimum from. the therapeutic standpoint. •• ., The te:rr:pera.tllre is 
maintained at the level of 
-. for from eit~ht to ten nours. 
The t1"'eatJllerlts are given bi"'\;~feel{l~". Eo other fon1 of therapy was 
emplo;"red in this serier;. II 
11.S a result of t}~is tre8.tli1en.t 44 per C6IJ.t of th~e cases 
·were Yl,-uch improved and an additional LiO per cent Yiere improved 
to e. lesser interval in lNhich these 
cases were observed a.fter treatmerrc, all remained stationary, 
the interval varyin[ from a fev, v:eeks to eit;hteen :1Lont11.s. One 
case returned to the hospi ta.l wi t}~ 8..."'1 exacerbation of S;)'TlptO:mS 
SlId t"i;1fO patients died, one as the result o·e treut;r;-!ent. 
These authors belieYEl that it is impossible to evaluate 
this trea.Jcr:1Emt before r~a.ny yeers have elapsed, but they do feel 
that they C8..rl produce a.nd maintain hyperpyrexia at will by 2XJaJlS 
of t11ese :~odc1..1i ties, a.nd t11CLt tbis can. be dOlle V"fi tIL the rrlil1.imuTIi 
};:rl011i '{:;11at if b.yperp:;rrexia per se ts to prove of ben.efit in nrr~111-
tiple sclerosis!!, these physiotherapeutic:: procedures are at present 
the I.flost practical thut ce..:n be employed. 
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of introd.ucing chemicals or infections into the body. They are 
ver;1 safe. H 
Schnidt and Weiss (55) are also of the opinion that dia-
therrJY is of ver;I practical value il, prodlw h~TperpJrrexia, and 
they say that such s;y1nptoms as spastic parapleo'?;H't, intentional 
tremors, ataxia, and vesical disturbances have shovm rexTIarkable 
improvement in their experience. Other COFlLlon signs, such as 
scrumillG SlJeecb . .t nystagmus, EtnQ optic atrophy Viere Yl0t 1Tifir1:edl:l 
benefited b:;l die.th.erL~:r. 
the adaptability of diatherqr as the on1;:r present la,sical fOX'Ll of 
treatn'ent at our disposal. II 
0116 c:f: t118 latest: metb.ods used for producil1.g~ fever is tIle 
air-conditioned fever ch81nber ( ,,. J!- • ~'" ..L.l: \ l' 1 he c'ver~ng rtyper v lerm) vrn.lC 1 is now 
iii. tb.e e:cperimental stage aJJ.d not on t}:-!.e IT':.n.rl{eJe. It was conceived 
and perfected at the Liarrci if alley Hospital and at the Research 
Labora-'cories of the Frigidaire Division of the General l'iotors 
Corpar ation by Dr. Walter F--,-. • Charles F. 1(etteril-J.6 
a.nd ~d. Edwin C. Sittler .. A complete description of the cabinets 
is given by Desjardins, Stuhler J and Popp (22) of the Eayo Clinic 
AnericaI). 1"-edic9.1 Associatio)J for r'ebrau1".J 29, 1936. Such a des-
cription >'iould be too lengthy a1"1d superfluous for this report, but 
it is felt by those USlllg these cabinets that it is a very satis-
factory rn.ethod of ra.ising the terrpera.ture to t118 re{:1),ired level 
and holdiD;; it there vIi th practically no variations as long as 
desired. 
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I have been unable to find any report in the literature 
of trle effects obtained vli ttl the I-~etterir1g :E:rpertb.erxl1 upon. tIlis 
particular disease, probably because the time has been so short 
Sl.llCe tlley Vfere first usecl ar.d Elost of the oper£ttors feel tl1.G~t 
they do not have 8ufficj.en-c data, eitlwr in number of patie:cts 
or length of ti1;-;e treated. to vrexrant a report. EOW8Y8r. I have 
had the opportunity to see three of' these cabinets in use at the 
Lutherail Eospital of Oma.h.a, Nebraska, and have had access to the 
case records of the patients 1,)'·itb. disseJd.r..ated sclerosis that are 
under treatment. To date they have had a total of twenty-tyro such 
patients, and the object is to giye ·theIri one hundred h01..'rs of fever 
above 10L1° or 105 0 F. J.n three series of treatments, six treat-
ments in each series. The apparatus here has been in use for 
only about 18 Y!lonths, but it is , , T~rle object of the Staff to con-
tinue over a five-year period befo:e"e they 'will have slIf'ficient 
data on which to me..ke a report. tlovwver ~ they feel, at present, 
that the results are somewhat promising particularly in the acute 
and in the remissive types of the disease. Ai:'ter it has reached 
the chronic progressive stage their results are less promising, 
but often a m.arked subjective i1'I;provement is noted. ?ollovring 
are '(;vm case reports fror~, the present series of patients! 
Case I. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Patient B.E .• , age 27, eIl.tered 8-20-34 complaining: 
Incomplete control of left arT:; and left leg. 
Double vision. 
llYihen bladder is full--if he doesn It urinate right 
avray--H will. dribble. II 
!!Choking sensations in v[indpipe vrh:i.le eatin€~I1-­
especially liquids. 
Tihen UDder emotional stress and strain, facial 
l!luscles vTil"l pull to tll.e rir;11t. 
6. Difficulty in speech of a duration of 14 months. 
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First noticed al)out 14 months ago while w8~king dovm 
bet-vyeen rows of corn. He found he lI couldn't keep his balaJ:!.ce", 
Twuld swagger from one side to another. He seemed to be bothered 
wi th this staggerinG when his 8.r:rrlS were lorded. Later on stag-
gering was evident without arms beine; loaded. 
Patient saiN three doctors and started to wad: again when 
his CO:Llplaints returned. the inco:-nplete control of left arm e11d 
left leg being :rr:ost marked. Eisto:ry of seeing double at times. 
Neurological: 
Cranial nerves: Facial muscles show greater tone on left 
side with pulling to the right. 
Upper extremities: Definite lessed motor effect on left 
S3.ae. Adiodokokinesis - early fatigue of left arm. Point-passing 
positive bilaterally. Reflexes exaggerated. 
TruT'jc: Der:mographia tra:c,s ient. _4bdoninal rei'lexes equal. 
Cremasteric reflex diminishec~ on left. 
Lo'w'er Extrem.ities: Definite metor vTeekness on left side. 
No tremor. Tone good. :Left foot held i:.n position of partial 
T. equinus varus, lr"rge toe dorsi-flexed. Babiniski positive 
bilaterally, ]:;-;ore rr~arked on left. Positive Oppenheim! s en left. 
Slight positive RhOlilberg. 
Sphincters: Normal. 
Diagnosis: Chronic progressive multiple sclerosis. 
Treatment: 'fwa treat:-,;ents with induetotherm--temperature 
t;o 1060 F. Vis charged 9-5-34. 
Series I. 11-8-3£1 to 1-17-35. ;;;,n: treatments with 29 
hours above 1050 F. Gained 6 3/4 pounds. 
Patient still shows a staggering g;ai t but it has definitely 
improved onver 3 months ago. Reflexes are hyperactive and there 
is ataxia iI; both left ercreIl:ities. Left Babinski and a..YJkle clonus 
persist. Patient Call r;oy,- drive a car. milk C01'iS, and his general 
health has improved. lVioderate left foot drop persists. 
Series II. 6-12-35 to 8-21-35. Six treatrf:ents \'Inn 30 
ho'urs above 1040 (1 0 less than Series I). Lost 2~- pounds. 
l~atient showed active reflexes wi -th pos i ti VEl Babinski and 
ankle clonus bilaterally. Gait stag:ger>ing. Strength good. No 
nystagytltls. Patient is abol~t the SaJIle to slig11tl~l irnpro-v"'ed. 
Series III. 12-17-35 to nresent. 
hours above 1050 8J:J.d 16 hours ab;ve 104 c 
Four treatments with '4 
F. Lost 10 pounds. 
1Jjben patient started this series he felt sornevfhat stronger, 
bu·c his gait has reJlained unchanged. He has r;;oderate dysphasia 
particularly ·whe:n excited. OthelV,j.se condition is unchanged. 
Comment: There is definite subjective improvement, but 
no objective improvement. 
Case II. Patient C.E. ~ age 37. entered 4-22-35 com,plai!-dng: 
1. Sudden l1UI:lbnes s in the left small :f'inger. 
2. Difficulty iD 'w-alking. 
3. Tendency to lea:u. to the left while walking. 
4. Severe left sided and occipital headaches. 
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Five years ago last December, the patient lost her eye-
sight during the course of one week. She VIas in a hospi-cal for 
one week receiving sweat baths after which her eyesight reJeurned. 
She then noticied color blindness.. nw years 18.ter a friend 
called her attention -co her eyes sayin@.: she VJas !!cross-eyed" .. 
One yew ago. the patient. after trying to get out of bed. sudden-
ly becatrce very GlZZY. A week later she noticed diplopia [t.,.'Y}.Q then 
the right side of '~'er face becrurre paralyzed. '1'his paralysis lasted 
for three weelc:s fu"'1.d then started to recede. Her gait beC81":1e very 
difficult and she had to have help walking. 
'rTJO -w'eeks ago she began to have dizzy spells, inability to 
turn over on the right side, difficulty in walking a;.'1d noticed a 
staggel';ing ,gait fu"1.d leaning toward the left. She also notieed a 
paresthesia fror:l the pelvis to both shoulders.. She has no+;iced 
a roaring sensation in the rigbt ear. Inabil:i.t;'l to perceive sensa-
tion in bot,h legs and inabilit;y to walk. 
Diagnosis: Chronic advanced multiple sclerosis. 
Neurological: Hori~ontal nysta.gmus, temporal pallor, posi-
tive bilateralFIoffman and Babinski, right facial weakness, adiodo-
kokinesis, all reflexes exce~t abdominals are active. Abdominals 
e .. bserlt. Tou,cn. di:rD.in.sbed on riG:b~t side. 
Treatment: 
Series I. 4-23-35 to 5-31-35. Six "creat:rnents 1lJith 5 
,hours above 10:;0 ,.but with hon.e arJove 1040 F. 
Series II. 10-3-35 to 11-7-35. Six treatments with 27 
hours above 1040 F. 
The patient feels that she has gained in strength, and is 
gaining steadily in weight. She is able to -take a fevl steps wi th-
out support. Eye S;)lrcptOIns 0.1'0 less marked. Nystagmus can still 
be elicited. 1'he patient has a very severe and persisten-t vertigo, 
particularly noted when she first gets up .. 
Comm.ent: Irriflrovement both sub§ectively and objectively. 
She has not started her third series of treatr;le:nts as yet. 
The Irtultiplication of remedies is eloquent of their in-
efficacy.. The organic cO:U;,pounds of arsenic have been the most 
popula.r therapeutic agents, but t~lere is no general agreCIned~ as 
to their -value. This fact, in contrast "'iIi tl: the status 0 I' these 
drugs in the therapy of' neurosyphilis, suggests that they probably 
have no specific action upon the cause of' disseminated sclerosis. 
The vario1..l_s forms of pyrexial treabJ'.ent appear to be the :;nost 
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effective therap'eutic F,easures at present available, hut they 
cannot be expected to do more 'bhan retard the progress of the 
disease. They can accomplish nothing in the advanced cases, and 
l'lOuld seer;~ to be indicated especially i7'l early but appareEtly 
rapidly progressive cases. The cure of disseminated. sclerosis 
a:vm.its an increase in our knovdedge of the causal organism, or 
the nature of immunity, and of the factors upon ,Thich depend the 
remarkaole variations in the course of the disease. 
Dr .. Charles H. Dolloff (see De Hicola (44)) sums the disease 
up in eIl interesting vray in the following -t;v;ro senteEces: 
not find that there is any treatment yet which offers any real 
hope for this disease. It is an interestiTl..g disease because the 
pathology is so definite, the etiology so obscure, the SJ'-Eptom.s 
so vague. B.nd. treatment 80 hopeless. \I 
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